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Both Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert are bucking for a 
i proposed 'superport' 
! Such a port would set off a 
:tremendous eeonomic and 
boom for whichever eom- 
munlty .gets the nod. 
And, Terrace would benefit 
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Laing favors  Lamg smgs_.p _ 
Rupert port of  'Last Frontier' 
part of the north, i 
• He said the port i~ needed to: 
meet export demands from l 
P~eifle rim nations, par-i 
fleuiarly J~li~an and China. i 
He said a port in Prinee ~. . . . .  
Ruper twou ld  a l so  benef i t i  
Ter race;  as  hub  of the nor- i  
But Friday night Kitimat thwest and as a dlstribufloni 
was Ignored by federal public center. " r " 
works minister, Arthur Laing. Pr0vln¢ial government i 
. officials, however, have! 
Speak ing  a t  "the annua l  ' h inted that  they  fee l  K i t imat l  
d inner  and '  ins ta l la t ion  o f  should be the harbor  of a i 
officers of the  Terrace superport because of its l 
Chamber of Commerce, Lalng " closeness to Terrace and the : 
i said the federal government road to the Nass which is l 
: favored Prince. Rupert for slowly opening up. i 
enlarged port facilities as a , Eventually, they envision a i 
step In the development of this road to the Yukon and Alaska. i 
:::::::::::::~::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::i:~:::::::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! 
Liberals doing 
juggling act ?, 
Howard, a well-known fighter 
for Indian rights, charges that 
the federal government ap- 
porently doesn't care about 
Indians and fails to keep itself 
informed. 
"'There's a definite lack of 
communication a d I plan to 
bring this up in the House on a 
question of privilage," Howard 
FOR ME? Cathie Fraser Spencer is stunned as 
she receives a lifetime membership to the 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce. 
new chamber ~resident. Cathie'was publisher of 
The Herald for 20 years and a Chamber member 
for os Iong~ She came to Terrace in 1949 "to build 
• . . ,  
;ALES tTD. 
' "Yeuzwhee l  estate.dealer" I 
SAFEWAY GLENDALE: I 
PARK~OOD,  "i TERRACE, B,O.: . . .  " 
Highway 16 West ~ . 
O!  SkeeHa Forest  Products, 
PHONE 
.'.~sc~m's A cop~..- 
'Go nor th ,  
young man 
-Frank Howard thinks the 
federal government is doing a 
juggling act with Skeena Indian 
school attendence figures and 
he doesn't like it. 
"The figures given to hie" in 
the House of Commons by 
Parliamentary Secretary J.A. 
Jerome were false and 
misleading," he said- 
AH_.eyes are on the north. 
.Some are greedy eyes. But most are eyes bright 
with the vision of the development and settlement 
of this rugged land we call northern Canada. 
We are standing on the edge of tomorrow and it 
is up to this nation to tap the resource.rich lands 
stretching to the Arctic Ocean. 
That, in a nutshell, is what 
federal public works minister, 
Arthur Laing, told more than 
300 persons at the Terrace 
Chamber of Commeroe's an- 
nual dinner and installation of 
officers Friday night. 
NORTHERN NATION 
"We are a northern ation 
and we should be proud of it," 
Laing, former minister of 
northern affairs said in a 
rambling speech. 
, The chamber meeting was 
also the kickoff of T~rrace's 
celebration of B.C.'s 100th 
anniversary of joining con- 
federation~ 
Laing took note of this and 
said: "Canada is only 102 years 
old; B.C. is 0nly 100 years old 
Chamber 
installs 
MacKay 
Jim MacKay was installed 
president of the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce  
Friday night. 
Also installed during the 
chamber's annual dinner-dunee 
were Bruce Carrothers and. 
Kerry Condon. Sworn'in as 
treasurer Tom Porter. 
Immediate past president is 
Stan Patterson. 
Pat terson  
prazses  
told The Herald. With hei" is Jim MacKay, an "old friend" and the a newspaper.".:.Staff photo. 
] Chamber h onors Jerome recently, in replying to a question from Howard, said that records indicated that 28 Indians had graduated' from 
eomp;eted grade 10 and 11 have " . , ,  . : growtt, 
Th is  was engrilly defiled ,by IM ~ :,:. I J  p' ~r'~ ~-  .... ,:, -'i::i,. and national :,:economy and a 
D.W.., :smitl i ,  District ~ ~, ,q$ ,_m_  : rnsh of 10callstdkes, Terrace 
S{zperintendent of Indian surged forward in 1970 
Schools, North Coast Education reminded his audience of the 
this year...it pleases me to see goveruraent as well as  the 
the way you (the chamber and Terrace and District Chamber 
centennial committee) are  of.Commerce. . . 
contributing. .. In the House, Little .~id: 
"~ ,He'talked'of ~th~ gold.rush ito . . , , Th~Jkeena~Rive~b~r   :~~:- 
the .Cariboo 'in 1858, bringing ~rerraee is.~, bottlencek.,': " 
Americans scrambling north , . . . . .  ' : 
for the first time. But he also ' I tm single lane so certain 
two  years  
economy, and is using tlteir 
eapital. 
"We are immersed in their 
culture," he added. 
Laing departed widely from a 
Cont'd on Page 3 
He wants  
new br idge  
A plea for a new erousing 
across the Skeena in Terrace 
was made in the provincial 
legislature Thursday by Skeena 
MLA Dudley Little; 
It underlined earlier picas 
made by Little in the 
Legislature and by c|vic 
types of logging equipment is
restricted," he said. "They can 
only haul at set hours of the 
day." 
"There are many accidents 
on the bridge, luckily so far 
none fatal," he said. 
Beard less  
mayor  
f ined  
J anua/ 'y  24. Bur ia l  fo l lowed at  
Kalum Cemeiary.. "-
Requ iem service was 
conducted by Father Sweeney 
with Sister Phylis as.organist 
Following the funeral, a 
~:eception was held at 'the 
home Mrs. Greg Seiben. . 
Pall bearers were Grog 
Sieben, Tom Olson, Gordon 
Little, Lloyd Johnstone,' 
Clarence Mlehlel and Kenneth 
Kerr. 
Mrs. L lps is survlved by 
three children who attended 
the funeral here. They are 
Mrs. H.C.• Ferguson of West 
Vancouve, August Lips of 
North Surrey and Dr. Hilarie 
Lips of. Ottawa. 
She Is also survived by nine 
grandchildren, one great- 
grandchild, two sisters and 
two brothers. 
-x r received ~ra  e honor. 
Two years less a day in jail Mrs .  Ca'~hie Fraser 
was given "to a Terrace man Spencer, 60,.~(as made a 
Friday who had been' found Hfetime me'mb~r of the 
guilty of trafficking inheroin in Terrace and "~District 
-an  earlier court appearance. Chamber  of Cot~m~erce. 
. District Judge D.K. McAdam 
handed down the Sentence to The honor camb, to a 
Jewel Vauclair, 35, who had "stunned" Mrs, Spencer 
been'released on a $2,000 bail before some 300 friends 
since Monday, January 18, the 
day of his conviction. 
Terrace RCMP arrested 
Vauclair on December 13 and he 
had, at that time,. 15 capsules of 
heroin,.vaiued at $375, in his 
possession. 
His attorney,.Cecil Pratt, had 
asked that the sentence be 
delayed so that he could obtain 
• favorable character references 
for Jewell that could possibly 
lighten the sentence. 
Judge McAdam imposed the 
most minimum sentence. 
and collegues .at the. 
Chamber's annual din- 
ner-dance. 
For two 'decades, "Cathie" 
was publisher of/the Terrace 
Omineca Herald, a poper she 
and her late husband, Tommy 
Fraser, built from a four page 
tabloid to a 20 page broadsheet. 
ROSE IN RANKS 
A woman Who rose in the 
ranks of journalism, Cathie 
joined the circulation depart- 
Counc i l  shr inks  
s i ze  o f  Ter race  
Municipal council bit a provincial govei:nment. 
chunk out of its territory at its Several acres are involved. 
last meeting and spit it out at "We'd be removing the site 
the provincial government, so that it will no lnnger be Our 
• But thebite will save the propertybyslicingapieceout 
[ ~nunicipality some $237,000 of the municipality," ex- 
[ and cost Victoria $475,000. plained Mayor VicterJolliffe: 
[ Or,  simply, we're a few The proposed bridge would 
[ acres smaller in she but the he  nudging the northern 
[ taxpayer doesn't have to pay boundaries of the 
[ half the cost of the Spring mt~nlcipailty, north of Dairy 
Creek bridge. Ave. and west of .Thomas. 
"Council moved to have the Aid. Lloyd Johnstone said 
approaches tothe bridge from the bridge would be used 
the m.unicipal side be taken mainly for logging anyway 
out of municipal jurisdlcti0n and there are no homes in the 
and placed in the hands of the area, 
made up. , ~ . . . .  'bail.:': 
. Who? !1~aee Chamber Of "'~!B0~lt :i 
blamed' 
Commerce. past-president, ~,u.ste~,~ 
Start Patterson.and: Terrace :~But "1 
. . . mayor, Victor J0111ffe.; , "  .';' i~h,m~ 
,Wlth A CENTURY OLD, B,C, has a,birthday~ this birthday cake are Hugh MeKinnon, eentennlai qr h~ will be Cen~lml~LSue.:The blue and •: Anti recently they: vebeen at : war all 
• year, And in Terrace, the~ centennlal '~1 . . . . . .  ~hairman and ' Mayor Victor: J.011Hfe, .The =: " . . . . .  was plfeduet~i under~ ,the exl~rt' :.l.ogger, he~ds.over the Terrace-, ~: ,~:,~,~,.~ : 
celehraflan 'was launched at the ,Chambgr of ' : ~ .Wiskery fellow on the right Is Cehtury:Sam who ,i ' Of Ma~el~Da'811va,.,Staff photo.: : ':'~At~',AreniisqUabble,whlch f~,i/:;/~:~:.~',: 
Comfneree dinner Friday night. Cutting the B'¢, i ' Will be od hand for the blg blrtbday ~rty events, i- ':, (,:,i~ , q u ~:~' ~?  ~ ~: ~:~.., ~ ~: r: u " h : ~ :~ '~ :' u~ ' ~. : 4 q':" ~'[;'•i;:i' :awhile l~[ei'e:~u~tlm',Was;,i/i!i~': I ~ l~ ;.i 
,'these factors plus the added 
problems of reduced markets 
for forestry products have had 
their effect on the economic life 
of the community." 
RAPm GROWTH 
"However, despite these 
setbacks, the growth in Terrace' 
for the past year has, by some. 
standards, doubled that of the 
provincial verage," Pstterson 
said. 
Patterson also reviewed 
projects undertaken by the 
chamber. 
"One of .the most important 
projects taken by the Chamber 
in 1970 involved students and 
our educational system" he 
said. "In April, the chamber 
sponsored a very successful 
two-day business-education co-
operation conference which was 
.~RT. HUR. L .A).N_~ 
of tracks across endless 
prairies,, eannecting B.C. with 
the rest of Canada in 1886. 
It was the promise of the 
railway that brought B.C. into 
Canada a t  a time when the l 
province could easily have• 
fallen into U.S.  hands--and 
nearly did. 
FROM B.C. 
Laing, who was born in 
Euberne B.C.,--now a" Van- 
Mayor Victor Jolliffe of 
Terrace didn't'get away with a 
clean shave Friday night. 
. And, as a result, his worship 
was fined $1 by the Terrace 
Junior Chamber of Commerce 
- the first to he caught clean- 
shaven in the town's beard- 
growing contest for the cen- 
tennial 
..He was nailed as he sat at 
the head table during the 
dinner portion of the annual 
Chamber of commerce in- 
stallation and dance. 
.Only last week a stubbly- 
faced Mayor Jolliffe issued a 
proclamation saying it i~,: in 
effect, illegal within 
municipal boundaries to .go 
without a beard or mutton 
chops until the beard-growing 
attended by students, educators couver suburb, admitted Contest July 20, , 
and businessmen." Canada is being exploited. ; ' "  ,My wife kept telling me it 
The purpose he said, was to . Canada, he said, is. ripe. for didn't go ' ~ . .  
.xehange ideas. He added, thst exploitation.. He- admitted, . "My wife kept toiling me it 
Jata was ebtainedon the JuniOr however, that fo re ign  in- didn't do anything for me,'" 
Cont'd on Page 3 vestment (mainly from. the  said Jolliffe. " 
ID/ I  nation . . . .  '- ' ' local newspaper 0fflee and the 
At the same time he warned - receptionist aid ',You lock ' 
f I of,farting into the hands of the like any other hippie." ' 
U.S. and its poHcles. .. ."So,, ~ he-added, ' "of  .it 
:.. We are the breatibesket of - came " :  " ' ' :~ 
~ , ~  the world," he said."But our . . . .  ". , . ._ . . . . .  I:':C 
,mr -qr .m ~ isd,,s h',, in I~"a~l" American 'metecatemmr;excepszora 
N=" J  ~ . ..'?" ~.~ T_ ;.~.-o- C',_ ._ ,, moustache ~, . Is  also. e leu -  .. mrougn SUOSIQIm'y plnnm. ' ' • ' " , • 
• M:  • : ' ' r. oFr~,, h~ minister said ' shaven.But the~JayceaS cant 
^ - " " o f  " 'e  US  nail h lm. .You  see his who,  
~ t;anaaa m part ,m . . . . .  ZGa,,le Th~ is " ";' ~ .. . . . .  . I a. o@y, ~e m ute 
"~A.4 - -  " .... .i." v :~a ~ [beai'd eoutest iJudges which 
| t ~ / |  .: /.~. 'qP" . ~ "qP" ' . [eliminates him' f rom the 
, :-:,', . , " ' , [emitesL~ . . . .  • ~, , ~L/,,,i, 
, ' ~ ;~ ;, ,, ' : ~ '. I I I " i 
Jolli f f  e _na Patterson . , ' "".9 , ,i 
o" i'::.,):'~ ..'.::: "': ' ' :' '"' .. :' 
bury /,> we/arena axe  
........... ,i, li >: ..... They didn't kiss--but hey ,: settled, wssa p011tlcal:foote' /Jomffe.: o f /~  lumt~ • ":" . .. , ...... . ~ . ~ ,~ml .~ ~---~ ~i~ 
/ , i  
?)i 
P ioneer  
d ies  
a t  coast  
• A pioneer .~esident.,:of 
Terrace Was buried here last 
Sunday. . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  
Mrs.. Hermenia Maria Lips,. 
who lived in Terrace from 192o 
to 1963~ died, at Royal 
Columbian Hospital, New 
Westminster. 
i She was 85-years-old. 
• Mrs. Lips and her husband, 
John, lived on a farm on Pear 
Street for many .years. Her 
husband died in June, 1962 and 
Mrs. Lips moved to Van- 
couver in 1963. " •.  
• Funeral services took place 
at the Sacred Heart Church. 
Terrace; at 10 "a.m. on 
Her[on  rap  
gets  man 
of j'ournalism • 
BYGAYLETHODY ment of the Prince Rupert Daily her own •newspaper. being 
' News at age of 17. She was just printed. 
A woman who came to • out of business college. "I was very proud. 'I was 
Terrace in 1949 to build a Nearly 20 years later, Cathie standing on the same ground I 
newspaper, Friday was able to stand before the started out on," she recalled 
Daily News presses and watch . Cont'd on Page 3 
That's the .summation of 
outgoing Terrace Chamber of 
Commerce president Stan 
Patterson• in his year-end 
review. 
"Labor problems, high in- 
terest rates, inflation, 
devaluation of the dollar and 
high unemployment i  he past 
year all contributed to a slowing 
down of the economy," said 
Patterson. 
In our area," he added, 
Cont 'd on Page  2 
i 
i. 
role palyed by the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, a long thin line 
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She ' l l  l ove  Par i s  + 
in  the  Sp ingt ime 
"I love Paris in the spring absence without pay from Apr[ 
t ime. . . . "  
A French teacher at Skeena 
Junior Secondary may well be 
huming that tune these days. 
Mrs. M.E. Stewart will be 
traveling to France and Swit- 
zerland this spring to take 
courses in the French language. 
Traveling with Mrs. Stewart 
will he'her daughter, Ann, 17, 
who will also study in Europe. 
The School Board recently 
granted Mrs. Stewart leave of 
19 to June 30. 
She will study for two months 
at Alliance Francais in Paris, 
then at the Euro-Centre in Neu 
Chatel, Switzerland. 
Neu Chatel, she said, is near 
the French border is a town 
"specializing" in schools.  
But, come September, Mrs. 
Stewart will be back at her 
desk at Skeena, conjugating 
verbs with a new flair. 
Carlings 
"~.- . . ~,'-: 
• • .+ ~i;.~+ 
:.3: 
t pp le  + 
. :: ~+;i 
.? 
In commercial hockey league 
action in Kitimat last Wed- 
nesday the Terrace Carlings 
defeated Eurocan 3-2 in a come 
from behind victory with less 
than two minutes remaining in 
the game. 
The Carlings threw everthing 
but the kitchen sink at Euroean 
netminder Spooner but were 
still unable to dent the twine 
until late in the second period, 
when Linden seored in a goal 
mouth scramble• 
With two minutes remaining 
in the game and Eurocan ahead 
2-1 Pritchett let a blast go from 
the bLUellne that eluded 
Spooner, and tied up the game. 
Twenty seconds later Linden 
was again J0hnny-on-the-spot t  
capitalize on a Eurocan mistake 
at center ice to race in on net, 
and making no mistake in 
deking out Spooner and firing 
the puck in for the winner. 
Newcomer Shantz was a 
welcome addition and gave the 
Carlings a more balanced at- 
tack. 
The Carlings next game is 
Saturday, February 6, at 9:15 
p.m. in the Kitimat Arena' 
Baseball off 
to slow 
The Terrace Minor Baseball 
Association's first meeting of 
the year got off to a slow start. 
Only 22 players and one adult 
Consultant 
 for ALCAN 
Alean has announced that 
Frank A. Dagg has been ap- 
pointed Regional Development 
Consultant at its Kit imat 
operation. 
Dagg, however, will be 
making his headquarters in 
Vancouver as of May. 
A graduate in Civil 
Engineering from the 
University of Manitoba, Dagg 
joined Alcan in 19~2. 
He held engineering and 
administrative positions at 
Alean's operations in Kingston, 
Montreal and in the Saguenay 
region in Quebec. He tran- 
sferred to Alcan's port and 
railway operations in 1952. 
He became President of the 
Roberval and Saguenay 
Railway' Company and 
Saguenay Terminals Limited in 
1957 and the  Alma and 
Jonquiere Railway Company in 
1967. 
Dagg will continue a~ 
, President of these three com. 
panics. 
A disastrous fire at New 
Westminster September llth, 
1898, completely demolished the 
business ection of the town. 
start 
from last year attenoeo the 
meeting although 209 parents 
were invited, an executive said. 
Two positions are needed to 
be filled with the executive. 
Other new officers are: Dick 
Kilborn, president; Bill 
Waiters, vice-president; Don 
Walker, secondvice-president; 
Colin Chasteneuf, third vice- 
president, Joan '"Clifford, 
secretary- tr-easux'er; Marg 
Dean, assistant secretary- 
treasurer; Mrs. E. Metzmeier. 
chief scorekeeper; and Red 
L'Estrange, chief coach. 
Fees for 1971 will be $4 for 
training and bronco league and 
$5 for pony and colt. 
Also discussed at the meeting 
were expected expenditures, 
facilities available for games 
and practices, ways and means 
of earning money, ways of 
improving ame coverage and 
team sponsorship. 
Kitimat will begin its baseball 
training in February "and we 
don't want to be late starting 
here," the official said. 
Swipes sweater 
gets rapped 
Oscar Therrien was convicted 
of a false pretences charge in 
cour,. Friday. 
The 51-year-old Terrace man 
was fined $250 or in default 60 
days in jail by Judge D.K. 
MeAdam. 
The court case followed an 
offence which oceurred last 
October 16, when Therrien 
passed a bad cheque'fur a hand- 
knit sweater. 
UNRESERVED 
AUCTION 
W E D N E S D A Y  -FEBRUARY 24 ,  1971 
10:00 A .M.  (M.S .T . )  
EDMONTON,  ALBERTA 
" SALES PAVILL ION - EDMONTON EXHIB IT ION 
GROUNDS 
THIS SALE IS A CON~PLETE DISPERSAL 
OF THE ,WELL NtAINTAINED ROLLING 
OF STOCK 
CANOE R IVER TRUCKING L TIE)., 
QUESNEL ,  B.C.  
ALSO~QUIP~ENT FRO~ JIM'S LIGHT 
OILFIELD HAULING LTD., I~PERIAL 
OIL L IMITED & OTHERS 
CONSIST ING OF  
CRAWLER TRACTORS - CRAWLER 
LOADERS LATE MODEL.KENWORTH 
• ' & HAYES T.A TRUCKS 
LOGGING TRAILERS - DUMP TRUCKS 
CAMP EQUIPMENT-  4 x 4 TRUCKS 
RIPPERS - WINCHES-  MISCELLANEOUS 
• *%. i " • ' "ARRANGED BY  
Stewar t  Equ lpmont ,Co .  Ltd.  
%. Held  Of f l c l ,  1245 ' ?¢Kn lsht  B i rd , ,  
. . ¢o luory ,  A lb t t ta  (a~)  2Tii.1991 
. ~ Offlceo:~.Toronto, Ont., . .Ho. 306 ,  On .  Greens-. 
. ~ .bo ,o  0riva, Rexdole, (414) 249-7595.  
. ~ .Vancouvar# B.C., 904  Boundary Road, 
mr.  " (604)  291-1915.  • 
V'  [: Aucl|on+in: Fr+nk:Owi~Imw/.U¢'. Nb+ 0101461, ~' 
V,  •. Lai 'Bllhop; •LIe. H~, 01@04a t Jl~'Slawo~t;Lk.,' 
• ' '  1'4o, 010005: , ; - ' . . ' " '~"  : ,  : ".. ".+:.:" ;" : . .'" 
! TO" O'CI~VE ~'  FRai cbm~Lrr lmBmmpViv~'  
; ~;-.,-;:.. . ~ ~, "~:,~ 
NEW POWER POLES rise int¢ the sky over the by-pass as B,C. 
Hydro crews do the tricky work, 
Collision was costly 
A collision between two ears 
at the intersection of Graham 
and Pear Wednesday caused 
$2,000 damage but no injuries to 
the occupants, 
Kenneth Doll was driving 
west on Graham and Manuel 
Raposo  was  mak ing  a left turn 
f rom Pear  :o Graham when the 
veh ic les  e,,ll ided. 
There  was  $I.200 damage to 
the Do l l  veh ic le  aad  $800 
damage to the car  owned by 
Ranoso.  
Howard  says L]beri ils 
,. . . . .  .- : :  . ,~ '.+ 
| ' ., 
p 
:, . . . . .  +. .: . :';:' //" .... : .~ ,',. 
. . .  .. , , /  + ,, . .. -+~ ".;:.+..~ 
uggling" act trying j 
college, 16 wereat instituies of Cont'd from Page 1 
District, of the Department of 
Indian Affairs. 
"The f~gures given (to 
Howard) were misleading in 
that most of the high school 
students do not attend in this 
area but are on our boarding 
home program," Smith said. 
"Contrary to popular 
opinion," he added, "an in- 
creasing number of native 
students are successfully 
completing high school." 
Asked Howard: "Why didn't 
the government know this and 
completed grade 11 and 64 
completed grade 12. 
"The ... figures include only 
students for whom the 
Dephrtment of Indian Affairs 
pay tuition to the •prov- 
ince, because they reside 
on reserve land," Smith said. 
Smith added that since 1966, 
546 native students, from this 
district have attended 
vocational school trade courses, 
while another 272 were circled 
in vocational up-grading." 
"Also, 22 have attehded 
university, 51 attended junior 
Va lent ine  bonsp ie l  
A lover's sweep? 
why did they give these oh- Deadline for entering the Entries should be phoned to 
viously erroneous figures to me ladies curling clubs Valentine 635-6889 'or 635-9977 before the 
in the House?" borispiel is Wednesday at8 P.M. deadline. A mixed banquet and 
'CALLOUS' dance will be held Saturday 
He said it shows a "callous +The annual bonspiel will be evening-husbands and friends 
disregard." " held February 12 to 14. There are invited. L 
Smith issued present district will be four events with 'tickets are being sold at the 
and boarding home program Chisholm draw. , Curling Club canteen. 
figures, - ~  •. 
In the school year, 1969-70, 
there wasatota learo lmento f  Man gets2  years 
547 nativeB. 
Of these, 220 completed grade 
nine, 165 completed grade 10,.98 
Attempts theft; 
gets probation 
A 19-year-old Terrace youth 
was fined $100 and put on six 
months probation when he 
appeared in court Thursday 
charged with a'ttempted theft. 
District Judge D.K. McAdam 
gave the sentence to Gordon 
De ice  after an offence 
December 16, He was found 
trying to obtain money from a 
coin operated washing machine 
in the Keystone apartments. 
Men's 
curling 
results 
The Men's Curling League 
standings after the third draw 
are as. follows: 
Tedesco 58 
Paisley 53 
Legeard  49 
Melanson 46 
Jacques 45 
Gravelle 45 
Green 43 
Sharpies 42 
Griffiths 42 
Whitney 42 
Reum 39 
Schneider 39 
Stacey 38 
Skidmore 35 
Bristol 33 
Rowland 33 
Ritchie 33 
Croft 30 
Barber 30 
Kutenics 30 
Moen 29 
McColl 20 
Caus 16 
Myers l0 
.. The winners of the third draw 
were: For section A Tedesco; 
for section B Melanson; and for. 
sect ion C Bristol .  
TILLICUM THEATRES 
Presenf  
+~..~o AT THE. DOWNTOWNER 635-2040 
Now Playing Rating 
I NO ADMITTANCi  TO PERSONS UHOIR  18  
on 34 fraud counts 
A man with 34 charges 
against him confronted Judge 
C.J. Norrington . in court 
Wednesday. 
Robert Gordon Murray, 43, 
pleaded guilty to 17 charges of 
false pretences inKitimat, 13 of 
false pretences in the Terrace 
area, two for obtaining food by 
fraud in Kitimat, one charge of 
fraud concerning a taxi and one 
charge of defrauding the social 
welfare. 
Murray, from the Terrace 
area, defrauded the social 
welfare of $I ,350 and was given 
an 18-month jail sentence to run 
consecutively with a previous 16 
month sentence given to him in 
Kitimat on January 22, for 
another three false pretence 
charges. 
He was also given a 
restoration order for $1,063 
which is to be paid to the social 
welfare. 
For the 30 false pretence 
charges he was given 6 months 
on each charge, and given 30 
days on each of the other 
charges. These sentences are to 
..... CENTENNIAL MEMO.: 
Founder and first president of 
the pioneer Vancouver 
Waterworks Company was 
Captain- Jghn Irving. 
I 
run concurrently with the cUrer" 
jail terms, 
New brownies 
are circled 
The second Skeena Brownie 
Pack held an enrolment and 
service star ceremony last 
Monday. 
Euroled as Brownies and 
receiving their pins were: Lyn 
Bludeified, Elviria Garcia and 
Valarie Kryzanowski. 
Deidre LaCarte received a 
second year service star and 
Dawn Koopmans, a first year 
star. 
WE DELIVER THE 
~. I J2~S,  8EVERLYDR• I 
~'+IV[RLY'HILL$ 
Feb. 1,2, & 3rd 
"THE ARRANGENIENT" 
STARRING K IRK DOUGLAS, FAYE DUNAWAY & R!CHARD BOONE 
A story of a man .whose whole:life is a Phoney :~ ~ " 
arrangement of marriage, work, sex and friendship. 
. Showtime 7 P.M. & 9:15 P.M, "• . . '  
[ 
• . . . . . .  / ' " • ' 7 
Coming February: 4,5,6th R~ting Mature 
The Grea nk Robbery 
. , . '  : ' :i: . .  . .y + " .  + 
. + ¢ g m e d y  - Western  i.:+ +;! . . . . .  " .... • 
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STARRING K IM NOVAC::: ' i .  CL INT WALKERi'!;,f: ~cLAuDIE  AKENS':/ 
Showtime 1'i A.M. & 2 P.M,~....~ ,: ] ~. !;I!/"Y,,, .::: 4 
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" I I r I'I ] I I I II i l i a  'II I P ' 'I i'' III I l q I 
technology." ~and . f© ~.  entered 
registerei4 /~ursin ~,'! : 'smith 
said. :" "+' :: "']-:. ' + . ,  i'/. 
He a~Id~, " ' I t  shoul+be ~+ted 
that many native pebpl+, re 
attending Vo+atLonall sot ,ol 
through• the $ponsorship o f  
Canada Maiipower and.+ ~e 
Department ddes "not kedi a 
record of students sponsored by 
other~gencies." 
" l 'm sure the :federal 
government will be interested. 
to know:thee figure's;'~'com - 
merited Howard.: '+ " ' +i 
• : ' "  : •" " d - e  ~i Kerm( s 
get reVeng 
When ~e Caledonia Ker- 
modes hit the cour t  last 
Saturday night they' .~ re 
looking for revenge,ands3 ey 
got ' i t .  • ( .~ ." " "+ 
The senior boys baskethall 
team were up against the 
Hazelton Spartans, the: team 
that defeated them by. one point 
two weeks .ago dui'idg an 
exhibition tournament in 
Smithers. . . 
The Kermodes got off to an 
early lead and never looked 
back'as they out-dunked their 
Hazelton counter-ports 38-34. 
Dale Prest, who has been 
high-scorer for the' Kermodes 
for most of tlie Current season 
again showed his worth as he 
netted 10 points to lead the' local 
boy to the victory. 
Hazelton's Siminson looked 
strong in defeat as he scoi'ed 11 
points to lead his team:' 
The Caledonia Kermodes, the 
schools senior girls l represen- 
tative made it a loss weekend as 
they" downed their Hazelton 
rivals by a decisive 34-22 ed.ge. 
• . .  : . , ' L  
" Jr : ,  
• t'.: j 
{ 
. . . . .  ' / , " ~1 ~ 
O01NG TRAFF IC  
BY? :  FOR THE 
/ + 
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Patterson proud 
,~  =,~" , ,~ ~. , , , , ;  . ,  ~ • . . 
• :! ". "i,.. i i  :, " 
of i iocal growth 
Cont'd from Page' 1' ' =.. 
Achievement program ~hich IS 
expected to get underway, inthe 
Fall. \ . , 
( '" ~ LOBBYING"  : ! 
PatterSon shid" the chamber 
• was 'also. busy lobbying, iff a. 
numbero f  submissions to  
various" levels of government 
over ~ items such "as a new 
Skeena crossing, improvements 
rathe Kaium'River Bridge and 
a bridge acro~ the Sass., 
- More emphasis 'was put on 
tour i sm,  w i th  financial 
assistance from the 
munLenpallty, hesand. 
Patterson praised the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce for its 
fishing and tourist guide, 
!.The!guide has been very 
inSti'0mental in promoting the 
recreational aspects of. our 
immediate area,' he said. 
• Patterson also mentionedlthe 
chambers' ponsoring a portion 
of Anti-Litie'r Week and active 
promotion ofthe municipaUty's 
paving program. ~ " 
PR( )MO'~ON • 
'In indmtriaipromotion, we 
answered numerous enquiries 
not only from all over Canada 
.and .the'U.S., hut from as far 
away as Switzerland,' Pat- 
tersen reported, '~/e are 
.hopeful that our activities in 
this field •will attract more in- 
dustries and businesses to 
Terrace~' • 
'There are many people who 
have contributed to the success 
of, the chamber during the 
year,? he_ added. 'It would be 
difficult to mention them all, 
but I am particularly grateful to 
my two vice-presidents, Bill 
Milliken and Hugh McKinnon 
and to our hard-working 
treasurer, Cliff Prooeviat for 
the 'spirit and enthusiasm in 
which they carried out their 
duties.' 
Chamber s ent 
a busy year 
"'Despite economic problems 
in this district our hospital, 
schools and other municipal 
services are being used to more 
than capacity.' 
That was how Jim MacKay, 
as community affairs com- 
mittee ~hairman for the 
Te~'race Chamber of Commerce 
summed up his year. , 
He reported that projects 
backed by the chamber were 
the limited paving program 
which was successfully com- 
pleted and the construction of
the Sande Street overpass and 
access roads. 
He added that the need for an 
arena is also being endorsed. 
'The principal problem facing 
our municipality is its lack of an 
adequate ax base to support all 
the services it is obliged to 
provide.for residents, transients 
and outlying populations,' 
MacKay said. ' . ' 
He added in his report that 
restrictions on the "use of the 
Skeena River ..Watershed ' for 
industrial ' use' curtails 
development to a certain ex- 
tent. • . .•' 
'It is suggested,' MacKay 
"said, ' that the  federal and 
provincial governments be 
petitioned for an industrial 
incentive area established here 
for industries comparable with 
the fishing industry.' 
Hig-hway 
connected 
"...probably the : most 
memorable (improvement) o
all in our area was the linking 
up of the paving of Highway 16 
in late August giving us a first 
?rand ' old gal darts 
::is honored  out :  
.Cont!d from Page I
recently, 
During Cathie's years as 
publisher, The . Herald's cir- 
cu)ation grew from 400 to 4,000. 
And SO did the town. 
.In 1966, Cathie sold the paper 
to Northwest Publications of 
Vancouver. That coinpany also 
So, the Frasers bought the 
paper. 
"If we hadn't he door of the 
Herald would have closed 
LAING INVISIONS RAPID GROWTH 
hit 
A 12-year old Terrace girl was 
then," she said. 
WORKED TOGETHER 
Together, Cathie and Tommy 
with a hand press tarted their 
class, highway along the 
beautiful Skeena River." 
This was the opinion of Jack 
Ewart, 1970 committee 
chairman for transportation 
and communications, which he 
stated in his report to the 
Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce. 
He did, however, qualify, this 
statement by mentioning that 
"the year 1970 will not go down 
in the annals of British 
Columbia history as one of 
great economic growth..." 
'True north strong and free' ladmittedtoMilZsMem°riaZ[ B Hospital Friday night after - n  
being struck by a car. rea  
The accident was on Sparks at A 20 year eta youth from the 
bought he Prince Rupert Daily 
News and a number of daily and 
weekly papers in the interior. 
Sheremain .e d as publisher until 
1969. 
"I decided to sell out because 
I was getting older •• Cathie 
said." 
."I felt it was time for some 
YOunger people to take over the 
p~per. ' . L 
''BUt it's still part of me," she 
added. Cathie remains a 
shareholder in the Herald. 
• And for the past 20 years, she 
has'been an active member of 
the'Chamber of Commerce. As 
publisher, Cathie was also one 
of the "working press" who 
~ cam, e ::to (lhamber meetin]~p,., 
peh~i~n an~/' : ~ ............ ~' 
'~'.'.'~ 13~ehonur£•Cathie'said, came
to her "dbsdlutlyby Surprise." 
'., "]:guess I was so stunned I 
didn't cry..I,.usually cry at 
things like this," she said. But 
her eyes were moist. 
Keeping the hon~}r a seret 
from Cathie was her husband, 
Herr, Spencer. who last year 
bec~.e;~'-~/, lifetime Chamber 
meqiber, himself.. They '~ were 
married last ~year. 
"I asked Herb what he would 
have done if I hadn't had my 
hair fixed," Cathie said. "He. 
told me, 'I think I would have 
told you to." 
PRESENTS AWARD 
Presenting the award to 
Cathie was Jim MacKay, "an 
'old friend" and the hew 
Chamber president,. Y 
Born in Saskatchewan, Cathie 
moved t o Prince Rupert with 
her parents in 1915. " 
"While ~orking.at the Daily 
"News, she~met Tommy Fraser, 
a linotype operator. They were 
:married in 1936. 
In 1949, the Frasers bought 
.the Herald then published by 
Chuck Sawle at Hazelton. 
Cathiereeails that Sawle was 
an old man then. 
"There\were two elections in 
1949-federal nd provincial. Il 
;was too.:much'work for him 
(Sawle)..We had to make up our 
.minds right away (to buy)," sh e 
said. , . . . . . .  
Chamber 
:repOrts 
~ ~' "~:/ ; . . . . .  
new links 
In a report o the,Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
:1970 ¢ommitiee chairman for 
long association with the 
Herald. "We did everything 
that year-even printing the 
voters' lists," she said. 
Later that year, they moved 
the paper to Terrace, a town 
with a population of about 500 in 
those days. 
"Our first employee was John 
Chapman--a pressman. He 
worked with us until the time I 
sold out.and he never missed a 
day," she said. Chapman ow 
works' for Spee-dee p~nters in 
Terrace. 
Cathie is proud to point out 
that the Herald has been 
published since 1908 "and the 
files are still there. There arc a 
few missing because the rats 
got into them, buf~ most are still 
there," ~h~said. 
She is als0 proud to be voted 
to "~;ho's. who" and "2,000 
Women of Achievement," a
book printed in England in 1969. 
In addition to those honors 
Cathie has something elseto be 
proud of...a lifetime mem- 
bership to the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
• .?rm very happy and very 
proud to have it," she said. 
IVilliston 
'99 per  cent 
sure on  Nass 
Ray Williston is extremely 
confident hat the Nass River 
Bridge Crossingprojeet will get 
under wayin 1971, Jack Ewart 
says in his report o the Terrace 
and District Chamber of 
Commerce. 
In fact he says he's "99 per 
cent sure of its starting when 
weather per(nits" which is what 
Williston told Ewart~ tran- 
sporlation and communications 
committee chafrman for the 
Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce, in a recent 
telephone conversation with 
him. 
• Willisten, minister of. lands," 
forest and water esources, also 
told Ewart that at a recent 
meeting With the cabinet, top 
priority was given to ap- 
propriating funds immediately 
for necessary materidl to build 
the bridge.: across .the Nass 
River. 
Whe'n you 
don't know who 
tO turn to . . .  
transportation . :  and: cpm- "" 
munications, :Jack '.Ewart,' TURN 10: US WITH 
ioutlined enlargements of the • - - 
'field of telephone ,, eom~, 
:municatlons i n tli~ ,,Tgr~ace. :* COHFIDENCE I f  YOU 
The linking up'.by B.C. MocKA YS  Telephone with Kitsault-now. 
:permits three voice:, circuits, mmn , m . m - - m ~ l . ,  "~ 
two telegraph channels' and - I 'UN I=KP.L  1 
A co in  te lephone ' I lne" t0  I r l%#lV| l~  " '  
, .A iyansh  Va l ley  'was  a l so  
completed last' yea'r and Phone 635.2444" ' ..... ;'"'~ 
arrangements areunderway for r~ 
a" line to be: installe~t ':for the . .. Terrace, B.C.. -- 
:Nass Camp. ' I ~' The first half, of d total ex- 
! pehditure, o f  $600,000 for. e~.ble . .~ Serving KitimM' 
• :provide upgl.~hO!~nelS, i, 
~Thornhllwlillte~( "a~'g' y'I°'~ 
;" This |ve all  'l'hc 
'~residents ividusli~ an~ 
~party ~rvlce, he'uid. 
. , - - ,  
Cont'd from Page 1 
prepared speech. But in essence 
it was just another coat on the 
same subject. 
He said one of our problems i
that most Canadians-84 per 
cent of them-live within 200 
miles of the U.S. boundary. 
TOO CLOSE 
"And", he added, "80 per cent 
of our gross national product is 
produced within 100 miles." 
But now, he said, it is time 
Canada looked north and, 
already is beginning to develop 
its vast potential. 
He said Canadians must urn 
from the U.S. and look to the 
Pacific rim nations, par- 
ticularly Japan" as Canada 
begihS;t0 e~a'erge.withits own 
commerce and identity. 
The U.S., Laing said, is 
"embroiled in an Asian way 
spending' $?0-million annually 
on defense, with ihternal 
dissent, America is now con- 
fronted with a new world in- 
dustrial alignment all hungry 
for markets." 
"Asia, led by Japan, now is 
"much .factory as nation, will 
shortly challenge very market • 
with products of the highest 
quality," he said. And he added 
Canada, particularly, must 
-benefit from this. .- 
Nationalism, not only in 
Canadabutin other parts of the 
world, has grown inthe past few 
years. 
"A fantastic iucreas'e in 
exports by 30 per cent over the 
proceeding year proves that we 
have the things that other 
nations need." 
"But," he added, "we are a 
growth nation." 
EYES NO[{TH 
Laing east eyes on the north. •
"We must expand every 
year...we occupy seven per cent 
of the surface of the globe with 
less than one half of one per cent 
of its' population." •. 
"In the matter of resources of 
forests, minerals soils and 
energy sources, per capita of 
population, we are the richest 
• nation in the world," Laign told 
the gathering. 
He cited unused potential of 
soil. He said mineral production 
is now exceeding $5-billion 
yearly of which 60 per cent is 
exported. 
"We lead the world in three 
minerals, we are second in four 
and third in five." 
"Mining is probably the thing 
we do best of all," he said. 
There's abundant oil, natural 
gus...oil in the billions of barrels 
and gas in the trillians of feet, 
the minister said. 
"Our forests of soft wood are 
extensive and capable of 
regeneration to justify a har- 
vest 80 per cent higher than at 
present." 
Laing . said ...... Canada's 
"geography is not on thenation's! 
side. "it connects us naturally 
with the U.S." 
SE A TO SEA 
"But the nation is east to 
west, sea to sea." 
'Laing said there have also 
been financial scandals and 
dishonest • practices in 
businesses which damage 
growth and the economy. 
He added: "We cannot long 
have labor union leaders 
)reclaiming they are on strike 
mtil demands are met and 
saying they shall see that no 
else serves the public in the_ 
neantime." 
A number of professions, he 
said, are being abused. 
"We are a northern ation but 
young Canadians refuse to [ace 
the frontier," Laing said. 
He said we must erase 
commercial or labor tribalism 
and look to the north. 
"we are just beginning to 
glimpse the possibilities of our 
resources. Mineral production 
in B.C. has gone .from $60- 
million to just under a half- 
billion dollars in 30 years." 
"In 20 years," he said, B.C.'s 
forest values have quadrupled 
and three years ago Vancouver 
harbor was a million tons 
behind Montreal but is today six 
million tons ahead." 
"o 'hr  geography is un- 
surpassed--we stand between 
the U.S. and Alaska..We shall 
occupy a v i ta land regarding;~ 
Are ~nly Earning Up* To 5 % 
On Your(Savings ..ArCCOURIt 
You SI~oulcI ~ Be'~ Sav ing  ~ ArIA 
Credit Unlen 
:~On Min imum doi ly balancesli:.,! * : 
race~& District Cred i t  un ion  
. i :  i , :,, 
. .  . , , : . , .  , . . - , ' ,  , '  
position of all that wealth." he 
said, referring to the Pacific 
Northwest. 
FIRST PROBI.F.M 
"Canada's first problem" he 
said, "is transportation-the job 
of getting people and things 
economically from hence to 
thence--and suddenly, the rails 
and ships, with brilliant 
technology, are re-writing a 
traffic pattern for us." 
"G~ve some ~f your time to 
public affairs at some 
level.moral courage will soon 
be in a premium market. 
And, Laing added, "This 
nation of ours is being beckoned 
to greatness. This is no time for 
a feeble response." 
Park and a RCMP spokesman 
said that  the girl, Wendy 
Arisen, was playing on the 
sidewalk when she ran into the 
path of a vehicle driven by 
Thomas Casey, of Terrace, said 
police. 
She suffered a fractured leg 
and reported in a satisfactory 
condition at the hospital. 
Chilliwaek area was found 
guilty of breaking and entering 
offences into three local 
businesses when he appeared in 
court Friday before Judge C.J. 
• Norrington. .. 
William James Leslie Coles 
was given a three months 
definite and nine months in- 
determinate s ntence. 
Terrace 
,TRE SIGN OF 
OWNERSHIP  
NoW 1970 Ski-Doo Invader 
Twin Track .  35 H.P.  *1395 
Electr ic  Start Reg. $1695.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sale 
'" ED SKI-DOOS 
P70 TNT 399 *995. 
Plus. Tuned Pipes. L ike New . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
;)69 Alpine '995 .  
n Track  20 H.P. E lectr ic  Start  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1969 Sno-Jet *550. 
19 H.P. Good Condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 sed 1970 Nordic 
*995. 640 Electr ic .  18" Track.  35 H.P . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' 1967 Alpine '30£  
Twin  Track.  18 H.P.  " 
; ' . .  
Used 1 9 6 9  Mercury Thunderbolt .  Ign. 2'8 H.P. ' 450 ,~ 
,.'STORE HOURS 
N,  • 
i ]  " "  
Particle Board 
3116.  4x8  ........... 
Specials : • "~[ .,: 
• iii 
• WHILE  q ,::i,, 
I "d " 
= ~ ..... ,::~ ) :  :'~ 
.... ~,,:, * ,>i~ ~''' ~•11 i :?: 
LAST,- ., 
/O  4XO. ,  . . . . . . . . .  L ' ;/!!!.'i :' : i l  
WEDNESDAY': 9.,AM'T0 6 PM:":', I•FRI[):AY:"'~,IA~ 0i§;.~A 
THURSDAY,.'9 AM TO &PM ',• ,: SATURDAY - 9!A;t~t~O.~ 
• MONDAY - 9 AM TO 6 P.M 
iTUESDAY - 9 AM TO6 PM 
• [ 
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OUR OPINION 
Phone: 63~ 
I I 
Divorce NDP- labor 
Good for Frank Calder, the New 
Democratic Party MLA for neigh- 
boring Atlin, which includes Prince 
Rupert. 
'Fighting Frank', ashe'ssometimes 
called, took on the powerful B.C. 
Federation of Labor and called it and 
its secretary-treasurer, Ray Haynes, 
over labor in general and the B.C. Fed- 
led donnybrook outside the B.C. 
Legislative building during the opening 
of its 1971 session. 
The NDP itself was born in 1961 in a 
marriage of the old CCF and the 
Canadian Labor Congress. 
But Calder says B.C. labor is 
irresponsible. And he says the NDP in 
B.C. is not told what to do by the B.C. 
Fed and he added: "We've got a 
freedom party here." 
Calder said the NDP wishes to be 
divorced from the irresponsible 
elements existing in B.C. labor. 
Especially the gang of goons who 
disrupted the opening day. They were 
jerks hired by the B.C. Fed to 
demonstrate against unemployment 
and poverty. 
The only poverty |s in the minds of 
such groups as the B.C. Federation of 
Labor and union leaders who went 
along with Haynes' folly. 
Union leaders are becoming more 
and more irresponsible. And if the 
NDP is to be a party of "freedom" it 
must divorce itself from labor until 
such time as labor reaches maturity, 
which, obviously, it hasn't. 
There is nothing wrong in the con- 
cept of unions working for the bet- 
t~ment of the worker and, we should 
tl~nk, for the betterment of industry 
which employs the worker. 
But unions today seem to be made up 
of power-hungry leaders whose only 
responsibility is to fatten • their own 
wallets and sitting in plush chairs in 
plush offices stating platitudes about 
the common working stiff whose dues 
keep those hypocrytes fat on the toil of 
another's hands. 
The leaders cream unemployment. 
They demand higher wages to keep up 
with cost-push inflation. They say they 
are doing this for the workingman. 
Like hell. They're selfish and 
greedy, for the most part. An idealist 
in union leadership sa rare bird today. 
We must be realistic. Pushing for 
higher wages now is only feeding the 
flames of inflation. In effect, the union 
leader is pushing some workers clear 
out of their jobs because industry must 
cutback to make a profit so it can 
provide the jobs to make the product. 
And the little guy's dollar shrinks more 
and more and he stops buying 
everything but essentials, thus causing 
more production cutbacks. It's a 
viscious circle. 
What is needed issanity. All levels of 
government, labor and management 
must sit down together to halt inflation. 
and rejuvinate the economy of the 
nation.. 
Instead of "higher wages, labor 
should be pushing for more liesure. 
time through a shorter workday and a 
shorter workweek to create new jobs 
for the unemployed and eventually 
boost the sagging economy. 
So keep fighting Frank. If the NDP 
is, as it claims, a party of the people, it 
must divorce itself now from the 
dicta torial eadership ofbig unions and 
serve the people. 
A long wait 
The Skeena Union Board of Health 
may be optimistic about gaining 
Victoria approval for the appointment 
Of a • permanent health officer for this 
area by June but, for our part, we 
remain dubious, at least until the 
appointment is officially announced 
from Victoria. How else should we 
react? This area has been without he 
services of a full-time resident director 
for the past four years. 
Fortunately, several provincial 
health officers have been rotating 
services on a monthly basis here, and 
we're thankful that we have had their 
services made available to us in this 
area. 
The fact remains, however, that 
this region is in urgent need of a 
resident health officer. For this area 
has no fewer public health problems 
than units elsewhere which have 
directors, and probably more health 
problems than some. 
City council and other local and 
regional authorities are aware of the 
need for a full-time health director and 
have repeatedly asked Victoria to fill 
the vacancy. None has come so far. 
Spokesmen for the health 
department Offer all kinds of reasons 
for the void but these simply are not 
good enough. 
What makes matters more dif- 
ficult for the board and its new 
chairman Peter Schlosser-Moller is the 
fact that there are also shortages in 
local units in this region. 
Lengthy vacancies in as vital and 
far-reaching a field as public health 
cannot be allowed. Only under 
responsible and continuous leadership 
can its programs be advanced. 
We look forward, therefore, to 
June of this year when we hope we can 
welcome the appointment of a resident 
health officer for this region. 
SIR JAMES DOUGLAS 
Ill II I 
Builders of B.C. 
iJames Douglas, Iookmg 
back in his declining years at 
a/desperate adventure in his 
youth when he was seized as a 
hostage by revenge-seeking 
• l~dians at Fort St, James, 
. compla ined  that con- 
nothing but a l~igh sense of 
duty could have induced me to 
undertake." 
The same high sense of duty 
motivated his later service for 
both the  Hudson's Bay 
Company and as govern'or of 
colony, holding both ofltces 
until 1864, when it was felt 
each colony should have • its 
own governor. 
Douglas was accused by his 
enemies of nepotism and his 
I |  
% 
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"Wel l  I say we tackle the f loors first - and  then the 
unemployment  thing . . . "  
IN THE LEGISLATURE 
I 
Dudle.y has a dream . . .  
n TEXT OF SPEECH MADE 
[ BY DUDLEY LITTLE 
| IN THRONE DEBATE 
| THURSDAY, JANUARY 28th 
Mr. Speaker: 
'Twas a dream! A week ago 
today I found myself on top of 
the Buildings in the company 
of Captain Vancouver. We 
were looking over the 
demonstrations on  the  
grotmds below. He asked ine ' 
who these people were and I ,~ 
said we referred to them as 
hippies and troublemakers 
hired by the Canadian 
Congress of Labor. He said, 
"As a Member can you tell 
me, what are these hippies 
doing?" 
"Yes ~', I said, "this is 
Government policy. It is what 
we call freedom, and the 
rights of the individual." 
"If that is so", saicl Captain 
Vancouver, "after 100 years it 
is obvious that the hippies in 
Canada re so clever that hey 
have the politicians jumping 
through their hoop." 
"That's not all", I said. 
"Gerard Pelletier, the 
Secretary of State in Ottawa, 
has proposed that buses be 
provided to drive these people 
hack and forth across Canada 
and also feed them at stopping 
points en route". 
LOOPIDY.LOOP 
offered his services as a 
mediation officer. It was 
turned own, Mr. Speaker, by 
theunion, whose president 
told me, and I quote: 'We felt 
he was only out to make 
political hay and furthe~'more 
that he did not have a suitable 
background tobe of help to us 
with our problem". 
Where did they go, Mr. 
would be equal almost o. the 
flow in the river. Every 
precaution must be taken to 
see that the steel-head fishing 
in this river, one of the world's 
best, is not damaged from the 
effluent discharged by this 
mill. 
I also feel that Regional 
Boards Which have pollutio n
control of many areas outside 
Speaker? of municipal boundaries be 
l.am proud of the fact.that,:~, given ~,more ,anthodty~, and , 
the president .of' the' u~in;' ,' enforce~(.,.Garbage~nd~)ther 
United Steel  WorKer's b~ ': waste materials should not be 
America, CLC-AFL-CIO and 
his negotiating committee 
came to my home and asked 
me because the vote was so 
close if I would request a 
mediator rather than the 
Commission because they 
thought if they could get back 
to the table again there was a 
possibility of settling the 
strike. 
STRIKE SETTLEb 
I listened to them, Mr. 
Speaker, and as a result.when 
a Mediation Officer appeared 
in Kitimat two days later the' 
strike was settled within three 
days. There was no com- 
pulsion but there was the 
vehicle which brought the 
parties together in collective 
bargaining, which I agree is 
the approltl'iate answer. 
In this particular case it was 
responsible for getting 2400 
men back on the job without 
further undue delay. 
For  many years there's 
been no money spent in 
dumped along the road. 
People should be compelled to 
put garbage in proper garbage 
dun~ps, carefully supervised 
in order to keep flies,, 
mosquitoes and bacteria to a 
minimum. 
Regarding the Highways 
Department,,last year I was 
advised to announce the 
hardtopping contract from 
Hazelton to Carnaby, a 
distance of nine miles. Later, 
because of the state of our 
• economy ~t that time this 
work did not proceed. I would 
hope that this .year the 
Department would call ten-  
ders for this work to be 
completed. 
SKEENA BOTTLENECK 
Mr.' 9peaker, we l~'ve a 
difficult problem in .the North 
with bridges..They are part of 
our communication system On 
Highway 10. The Skeena 
River Bridge at Terrace is a 
bottleneck. I t  causes very 
much inconvenience. It is 
Skesn~ by the Public Works 
. Captain vancouver shook , Department, Mr. Speaker. I 
his head and said"if this is the ~ have had the promise that a 
case he should have a special new Provincial Government 
award. He is the only buildin for Smithers was on 
politician who can loop the 
loop as he goes 'through the 
hoop.', 
"It would seem to me", 
Captain Vancouver continued, 
whoever these people are and 
whoever is giving them en- 
couragement~owe an apology 
to the veterans who have 
fought for this country in two 
the top of the priority list, 
second only to the building 
which was being built in 
Williams Lake. 
This building will he opened 
in March. I will be a sentinel 
to see that Smithers will be the 
first contract called for, They. 
have not been •idle there, Mr. 
Speaker, they Kave arranged 
for the proper ground. Also, I
wars," understand they have ten- 
Mr. Speaker, just for a tative approval on design and 
moment I.would like to speak ~ °plans for the building and it is 
on the Mediation Board. I feel ' ~" largely a question of releasing 
that the people who have funds by the Treasury Board. 
criticised this board are not . smithers, center of an 
knowledgeable and not agricultural area, ' has been 
familiar with the flexibility hard hit by the closure of 
that there is in the Mediation several mills, which con- 
AcL ' ' tributed to industry and 
single lane so certain types of 
log~ing equipment is 
restricted. They can only haul 
at set hours of the day. There 
are many accidents oh the 
• bridge, luckily so far none 
fatal. There is an urgency for 
a new bridge here. 
I ask the Government that a 
start be made this year to 
replace this old span which 
has outlived its usefulness. 
This old structure may be 
safe, but three miles west of 
Terrace is the wooden Kalum 
Bridge which is not safe. It 
bad .a fire that closed i t -  
stopping the hauling of logs- 
'URRY UP TTN 
WEbb IN~'LL' 
S1~ OVER B,'Y 
"rilE: TI/~E WE 
and tourists. I ask the 
Government to make a start 
on building the approaches for 
this bridge in order that it may 
be replaced at an early date. 
PASS TO NASS 
I am very happy to an- 
nounce that the Forests 
Branch have advised me that 
the steel and all wood com- 
ponents including the glulam 
.beams have been orders for 
the Nass.in order .that an early:,-, 
start can, :be- made~ on: this: ;i 
bridge in the Spring. This is 
heartening news, Mr. 
Speaker. 
It will liberate the isolated 
people in the communities of
Alice Arm and Stewart, and be 
responsible for the develop- 
ment of many new mining 
properties in the area as well 
as a big boost o employment 
and tourism which is so im- 
portant o all of us. 
The Bulkley River at 
Hazelton needs a bridge. I 
must urge the Department of
Highways to send in an 
engineering crew in order that 
they may locate the site and 
decide on design. This would 
also provide temporary 
employment in this area. 
Mr. Speaker, @hen money is 
held back in the southern part 
of the Province it actually only 
• causes a little inconvenience 
whereas when it is held back 
in the north it completely 
stops the progress which has 
been developing at a steady 
pace. People have move~ in 
here to take part in the 
building of  northern-central 
B.C. 
I would ask, Mr. Speaker 
that when priorities for the 
placement of Government 
contracts are considered that 
they should remember that 
inoney spent in the North not 
• only develops the area con- 
cerned but also creates many 
new jobs. 
Employment is necessary in 
our society in British. " 
Columbia today. It provides 
the bread and butter, clothing 
a~d necessities of the "Good 
Life" of our people. . 
'hot air' 
I 
The charter flight business 
is a multi-million dollar 
proPosition in Canada. The 
reason for the pOpularity of 
charter flights, 0~ course, is 
their low cost per holidop 
maker. 
Thousands andthousands of 
Canadian residents travel to 
every part of the globe every 
.year un charter flights. It is 
es'timated that in 1969, a 
record 3,500 charters were 
flown from Canada, most of 
them across the!Atlantic. 
How does one get on .a 
charter flight#. Well, 
frequently one joins a ',club" 
which might be a term 
covering anything from a 
special interest or hobby club 
to a service organization. The 
favorite question of anyone 
going omrseas for a holiday 
"where can I find a charter 
club?" 
out hundreds and hundreds Of 
dollars they would like to 
know what their rights and 
obligations are in the event 
that the service or product 
does not work'out - or in the 
event hat they • might have a 
complaint to make with the 
hope of obtaining some 
redress. 
ANY LAWS? 
Are there any laws or of- 
ficials to give a measure of 
assurance and or protection to 
people signing on for charter 
flights? 
Professor W.A.W. Neiison, 
professor of law at York 
University, has some• strong 
"views on this subject and feels 
• that federal government 
authorities have a duty to 
extend protection to Canadian 
travelers covering out of 
country charter flights. 
After all, it is a common rule 
that the entire fare must be 
paid considerably in advance, 
and more often than not, the 
organization taking the funds 
is largely unknown to the 
traveller. 
ONE-WAY 
Some consumers have 
discovered to their sorrow 
that he mere existence of an 
organlzation~over a length of ~ 
time does ,. 'not always~ 
guarantee their ability to 
carry out the charter flight 
. both ways! 
The federal government has 
purported to act here and 
there but whether they have 
acted strongly enough in the 
interests of consumers is 
another question. 
The Air Transpori Com- 
mittee of  tlie Cdnadian 
Transport  Commission 
require that all fares paid for 
a charter flight be put in a 
trust account in a Canadian 
bank or trust company, with 
half of the amount being 
released to the airline wnen 
the out-hound segment of the 
flight is flown out, the 
remainder being released to 
the carrier when the group 
returns. - 
However, there must be a 
named airline involved and 
arrangements must be 
finalized to the extent of ac- 
tual arrangements for a 
charter, fligh t. 
- DO you have any basic 
complaint about the 
availability and-or operations 
of charter flight operations in
Canada? If so, please provide 
brief details. 
Send your . repl ies to 
"Charter Flights", Con- 
sumers' Association.• of 
Canada,. 100 Gloucester Strset, 
Ottawa 4. 
" i ~ 
Fulford Harbor, Saltspring 
Island, was named for Captain. 
John Fulford of HlV~Ganges 
who served in local waters 1857- 
1860. ,  
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Howard  
to roll: 
If you've read Dudley 
Little's speech in the Throne 
debate Legislature isew!iere 
in this newspaper, ~you 
probably'think old Dud's gone 
off the despond. 
Having conversations with 
Captain Vancouver." In Vic- 
toria at that ! Jees. Next we'll 
here old Dud talking, with 
Napolean, or Alexander the 
Great or even W.A.C. Censer. 
Well, if we are to believe our 
Social Credit MLA-for Skeena, 
he's atop the  legislative 
b/dldings with Capt. Van- 
couver looking over the 
demonstrations below. 
But somehow, Dud got his 
"dream" all mixed up. You 
see, it wasn!t reallyCapt. 
Vancouver he was talking too, 
but Super MLA from the 
constituency of Utopia 
disguised in a funny 18th 
century costume and wearing 
a powdered wig. Something 
funny about Super MLA... 
However, it went like this: 
'WHO ARE THEY?' 
Says Dud: ,He asked me 
who these people were and I 
said they dirty commie hip- 
pies hired by Dr. Fu Manchu:" 
"They look like poor people 
to me," replied Super. "But 
what is it that they are 
doing?" 
"Demonstrat ing,  you 
ninny." 
"Well, then, Dud, what are 
we doing sitting on the dome of 
the provincial building?", 
asked Super. 
'Tin scared," he said., 
Composinl~ himself, old Dud 
said they were exercising 
freedom and the rights of the 
individual." 
"So what's wrong with 
that?" asked Super. (You see, 
in Utopia, there is no hanger, 
unemployment or welfare.) 
"You'll get pie in the sky by 
and by..." humtned Super• It 
appears that in Utopia 
everyone has a job and in- 
flationary trends are always 
checked by responsible 
government, management 
and labor working together for 
the good of all facets of 
society. There" are no bill 
collectors bocanse, everyone: 
can afford to pay, his bills and,,.~ 
con'su~er productio~ never:' 
exceeds demand:" . • 
:,'./ -CONFUSING 
NOW that sort of confused 
Dud. "But, but..." he gasped, 
"Unemployment  and 
demonstrations and drinking 
at'football games and, and.~.'" 
"Now, now, Dud," soothed 
Super. "Wouldn't you like to' 
sit beside this little gargoyle 
here on the ledge here and tell 
me all about your problem- 
s...?" 
"Thank you, Super MLA," 
Dud said, relaxing just a little. 
"I'll come right down to it," 
said Dud.' "They're just a 
bunch of dirty, long-haired 
hippies hired, by the pinko 
Labor Congress of Canada. 
"Then they're not unem- 
ployed;'; naid Super. At leasi 
they've gut a job and can eat . 'L  
That sort~)f Shattei'ed Dud's 
• agrumenG Died ta lked about a 
plot hatched in the deep, dank 
confines Of Parliament in 
Ottawa. 
"This Frog secretary of 
State wants buses to cart these 
bums all over the country in 
the summer and they'll also 
have feeding spots." 
FOR" THE • BIRDS 
"Oh, like birds," mused 
Super as a 'seagull swooped 
low overhead. He got Dud 
right in the forehead. 
"We don't have Hippies in 
Utopia,: Dud," Super said, 
finally. "Through an ex- 
cellent, system of schools, 
well-adjusted parents etc. we 
turn• out responsible young 
people. ''• 
"but, but,...how do you do 
that?" asked Dud. Super 
winked at the gargoyle. 
"By spending more money 
for more schools and better 
trained teachers and by 
careful planning the labor 
market, with the help of 
management, of coarse. At 
65, people retire on d fine 
pension and room is made at 
the bottom." 
"Our children are taught 
respect for law and order and 
we create jobs for them that 
are challenges. Our unions do 
not scream for more money, 
but seek more liesure time 
thus cutting the work week 
and allowing more onto the job 
market. 
"I never thought of that," 
said Dud. 
LIESURE-TIME 
"that's not all," continued 
Super MLA. "In Utopia we 
encourage people of all levels 
to contribute to the com- 
munity in their liesure time 
through individual and group 
efforts. You don't find our 
workers in smelly, old beer 
parlors...they're taking their 
kids off to minor hockey or 
i baseball. They're studying 
sciences in arts at night or day 
schools; improving their 
minds and we, the govern- 
ment of Utopia, provide 
gra~ts, for' this, from:,interest,,  
mo~it~s,~ governmen~ loans~ 
to'other countries. ~ 
"Egads," sputtered Dud. 
"King Cecil told me THIS was 
paradise and we've" got all 
these punk kids yelling and.L 
"Paradise is what you make 
it, Dud," said •Super. "If 
rational, progressive minds 
worked on thesimple sohitions 
to your economic problems 
and your people were en- 
couraged to be better 
educated and responsible, you 
wouldn't have scenes like 
this," 
'NOTA PLOT?' 
"You mean it's not a pinko 
plot by the NDP-labor goons to 
embarrus us by not having 
jobs?" 
"You  have  not c reated  
them, Dud. Thus you find 
unrest . "  
" "I must go noW," said 
Super. " I 'm late fo r  my 
respon~thle government class 
at Utopia U . "  And  with that, 
he zoomed up, up, and away.  
Well ,  to make a long story 
short, Dud woke up f rom his 
dream and stumbled into the 
legislature. 
- But l ike most dreams, Dud's 
was lost in the recesses of.his 
mind. Sort of a reverse-  
Scrooge ffect . . . .  . 
Getting up in the House, he 
attacked labor arid the or- 
dinary.working joe, blaming 
laUor for all the ills of society. 
But Dud had a point. Unions 
in.Bennett Columbia haven't 
grown upyet." Nor has the 
government.  : . ~- ' - 
• WAKE-UP,SOMEDAY : 
/ L ike  litUe, chiidren, they 
Continue t6  wall and cry: . 
Labor wan~s more mOney, • 
thenif it doesn't get it,. strikes 
its workers right into poverty/ 
On the other hand, i govern- 
ment won't listen .and does 
nothing positive to alleviate 
the eust-push spiral or create 
an understanding through 
working together'for the good 
of all. But you don't get 
elected by being nice. Like 
Super MLA told Dud: 
"You've got to attack 
• somebody 'o r  something in. 
your primitive society, Dud, 
old boy. But. someday ou'll 
all wake up." 
Dud also had a few words on 
pollution. 
" It  stinks," he said, 
eloquently summing up the 
situation in Skeena' 
Then, running up to King 
Cecil, he threw himself 
prostrate on the red carpet 
before the throne and pleaded 
for a newbridge across the 
Skeena." 
'BOTTLENECK' 
"It's a bottleneck; it's made 
of wood and its gonna fall 
down and all the king's horses 
and all the king's men won't 
be able to put the Skeena 
crossing bridge together 
again." 
"Someday," promised King. 
Cecil; gently,,patting .Dud..,, ~ ~: 
Buti~DUd~ was~up and,  ab i t , ' ,  
aga in : " / 'He  ' 'threw his .arms.~ 
around Lands and Greml in -  
Wqpds ' Minister Ra: 
Willyhood for approv ing  a 
br idge over  the Nass,- 
" l iberat ing"  the greml ins  
t rapped in nor th -cent ra l  
Bennett Columbia, 
Sudden ly  remember ing  
what Super MLA had told him, 
Dud summed up that: 
"Employment is necessary in
our society today." 
With deep insight and 
wisdom, he said: "It provides 
the bread and butter, clothing 
and necessities of the 'Good 
Life' for our people". 
And, he added: "Get them 
bums outside a job and a 
haircut," 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlUlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIA t 
NEVER SLEEP THREE IN A 
BED 
BY MAX BRAITHWAITE 
MCCLELLAND AND 
STEWART; 
LIMITED 
BOOK REVIEW BY 
C. SANDECK! 
Max Braithwaite, with his 
seven, brothers and sisters, 
enjoyed a typical Saskatchewan 
childhood roasting, stolen 
potatoes ~d corn over an 
outdoor fire• in the fall; 
delivering papers every night 
after'school; competing in the 
school's field day even though 
spectacularly unsuited to any 
sport" more vigorous than 
eyebrow raising; whizzing 
the 
chlorinates the water and ad- 
justs its alkalinity. Weekly he 
treats the pool with algicide. 
Any leaf that happens upon its 
surface is whisked away with a 
net. Sodden objects are sucked 
from the floor with a powerful 
vacuum. 
On July 28, at midnigl~t, 
Frank meets Mona for the first 
time. Mona is a gorgeous 
mermaid. And she is not the 
result of the empty liquor bottle 
beside his chair. •She reappears 
the next night in his pool; and 
Frank is in love. He loses in- 
terest in his hardware b~iness, 
regains ahuman: disposition, 
and conf0und~ his wife, , 
This is another diverting: 
novel comparable to .Douglas 
Wallop's '.'The { Year :  ..the 
library,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.-,,,, 
menace -- the American oil 
prospector. Armed with leases 
to the mineral rights, these oil 
men with their massive DH4's 
gouge away his soil, tear down 
his fences, and stampede his 
herd. 
Can a man who has trium. 
phed over wolves, bears and 
rustlers beat these steel 
monsters? 
+.+ + 
Like to read?  Well help 
yourself to one or  more of'the 
100 new books at~the Terrace 
PubllcLibrary. ' -, : .... ., i 
Among fiction books are: . 
The Rock (Gibraltar) by John 
Masters; Maigret Hesitates;'. by 
Simenen and The Crystal Cage, 
, by. Mary Stewart . . . .  '. 
: Among non-fietion:Im0ks are: 
prediets 
g n s ! 
" BY DIANA:SMITH 
• . !Whe l iwr i t i l l~aboutAr t "  The need for sueh a machine 
'Bates it is  d'~'iffil t ' cu l  ~:0 became apparent to Bates 
because of his work with the 
knowwhere to begin,- forestry service and his ob- 
I4eiias doneso much in servations of the inefficient and 
the-ast is U -~ to his e-es-.time consuming handling ofthe 
P . ,  ' P' ~' . f i re l iuse .  . " 
at  the present, `.and,.~,- To go along with Action Roll is 
unless the skyshoma In. ,  "Ready Action, a Container 
will be doing much more  designed to store and lay hose• 
in the future. " The containers are designed 
differently depending on 
Basically Bates is an  ~ whether the hose is to be laid by 
invent0r.... . " ' ' .... :/,.. helicopter, a moving vehicle .or 
• More importa~t,~ he.. iS -iai~.by back pack. . . 
successful inventor• : ~ ,: '. i~ ~ Patented in 1966, there are 
• IMPROBABLE?- .. ~ ::'.~... now 200 units in.use throughout 
Does that sound improbable? . North America. Prownces 
An inventor.- in 19717 - - In  across Canada are using it 
Terrace? . : . . "  • testing it and generally going 
Thanks to Bates practically:, for it in a big way. More than 20 
everyone inNorth America who • units are in use by the Eastern 
has anything to do with foreswy Atlantic states. 
has heard of Terrace.. ,  Recognition ofthe product did 
• This is the home of Bates not come-easily. Bates has 
Systems Ltd., a company spent housands of dollars and 
formed early last year which thousands of .hours. traveling 
proauees among.other th!ng.s, a throughout North America 
unique fire hose roller which is promoting his produc~s. Any 
already standardized equip- convention, meeting • or 
ment for the B.C. Forest Ser- •demonstration concerning 
vice. . . "  • . forestry, Bates was usually 
Bates has  been inventing present. "I 'd wangle my way 
since he was 15 years old and into every demonstration 
over the past ten years has connected with forestry", he 
ori{~inated and worked on about ""said.  
50 inventions. ° " " Even up until this Christmas 
He has lived in Terrace, with there was doubt about the 
his wife Frances and their':--success and future of the 
daughter Margo, for the past 11 
years. 
MANY HATS 
Some people may remember 
him as a pehtician, others as the 
weatherman o CFTK, and still 
others as the person responsible 
for the design of their house or 
building• 
Bates was original ly a 
commercial rtist, interested in
unything in the design line, 
describing himself as "a serious 
artist that never paints". He 
still does design work for people 
in Terrace, making business 
cards, letterheads, posters and 
signs. • ' - " - ' . ' 
Up until the beginning of 1970 
Bates has always been em- 
ployed; ,hi~ I~  j0bi~s.with p 
didn t g iven lm enou~) nme.to 
work onthee 'many ideas con- 
stantly streaming through his 
head. He ~ decided, if he was 
ever going to make it, that he 
must devote all his time to his 
inventions. 
'SLOGGING AWAY' 
i For the past year he has been 
slo~gingaway in the basement 
of h~s home at 3520 Hanson 
Street. Bates Systems. was' 
formed at the'same time that he ~ ave up outside work• hareholders in the company 
are confident memebers o~ his 
family and friends• 
Their major and most suc- 
cessful product so far is the 
'Action Roll, which is a uni.que 
concept in fire hose handhng 
invented by Bates with the help 
of his brother, Richard. 
• They hdve been'working on 
the aellon roll machine since 
1960. Basically it is a simple 
and effective way to handle fire 
hose. . "  " 
As ' thebrochure  states: 'A 
proven machine for rolling fire 
• hose so that it may be stored, 
carried and laid without kinks 
or  damage.' 
business. 
WANTED CONTRACT 
But on December 20, like a 
(~hristmas present, Bates heard 
that Wajax Equipment Ltd., the 
largest forestry equipment 
company in North America; 
wanted the contract to 
manufacture Action Roll. 
This machine rolls tzre nose 
used in the forestry service but 
Bates is working on certain 
modific'ations which could 
make it invaluable to fire 
departments and even home 
owners. A junior action roll is a 
lighter version which can roll 
the fiat, plastic garden hose 
presently on the market. 
Curre.n.t.ly Bates is working on 
:seveil different.inventi0ns. 
• mere 's - t~e. laea  ne has got 
tha f  1~-,'arrevolutionary new 
way to, wash hre hose or cars 
or boat hulls while still in the 
water. 
There's the variable tip 
knozzle hc is working with 
which would give better control 
of water flow, 
There's the invention of the 
Spudchee which he and his wife 
developed in the kitchen; a 
hollow, dehydrated potato 
which could rival the ham- 
burger in future years• 
And thea there's the games. 
FOUR ON GO 
He has about four in the 
making at the moment. One of 
par'ticuhr interest to people of 
Terrace is the loggers game.. 
This is where you roll a ball, 
which activates a toy logger, 
who falls the tree, which 
luekily, hits the intended stake. 
"I've got dozens of ideas", 
Bates saul. 
"Every day I get another idea 
it seems". Working on so many 
different projects at the same 
time might be confusing but not 
foi" this man wile has the 
"capacity for switching onto 
different hings." 
• RUst le  your  bust le?  
Thls may well become the 
year of the maxL..In B.C. 
anyway, 
As B.C. celebrates its 
CentenniaUwomen will shuck 
aside their minis and midis for 
the ffill-flowl,g Styles of 1871. 
No offlclal costume event is 
planned in Terrace'yet, says 
Mrs. Vl McKi~non. wife o f  
Centennial ehalrman Hugh 
MeKinnon. 
Bat the. Centennlal eom- 
mlttee Is hoping, she sald, that 
some club in town will take 
over the event. 
That club may be the 
Women's Institute, 
Mrs..Ralph Peterson, a 
member.  says-the W•I. ts 
qeonsidering" a costume 
parade with prizes, 
• In 1967 .for B.C.'s "other" 
Centennial, the W.I. sponsored 
a'icentemlal Easter parade 
for thewhole family, she said. 
• But, remember girls, 1871 
wasthe year of the bustle. 
1 Skeena MP Frank Howsrd 
plans to take a marathon tour 
Canada, " ' '~' 
Accompanying him will be Ed, 
Broadbent, ~ for Oslmw~- 
John Harney, former i.New 
Democratic Party secretary !0~" 
Ontario; James Laxer,  ,a 
Queen's University lecturer and 
David Lewis MP for Yor~ 
South. : '  
They all have something 
in common. All are eandldate~ 
for the NDP leadership rae~ 
which culminates i , Ottawa in 
April. .: 
Howard, 45, told ~e Herai(l 
the party is uaderwritlng e~; 
penses of candidates to  k 
maximum of $1,000 each. "~t 
Each candidate is limited 
total campaign expenditures 
three cents per party membei': 
about $10,500. 
When the campaign to su~. 
teed Tommy Douglas ends, tl~.: 
leadership contenders will have., 
faced 19 regional audiences. :- 
Howard said,the tour will I~ 
l~unched in Toronto, Feb.3. 
During. the rest of the mont~ 
he and other contenders will 
. visit Thunder Bay, Saskatoo~ 
Edmonton, Sydney, St. Joha'~ 
(Newfoundland), Sudbur~(~ 
~'JIoncton, Montreal and back tb 
j 'Poronto again. !!i 
READY FOR ACTION, Art Bates demonstrates Action Roll, an ~ In March, they will speak ~t 
. invention he has perfected over the past few years which rolls, ~ Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, 
efficiently and effectively, fire hose used primarily in the ~,~lana imo,  Vancouver~ 
forestry serviee...Staff photo. -=- F:amloops, Hamilton, Windsor. 
, ~ n ~ " ~ u ~ u u ~ " ~ m ~ u ~ u ~ n ~ " ~ ~  ;,nd, finally, Ottawa. • " 
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EMPIRE  METALS ~"~: .~3~L T. , . " ': :.. '. :. ~-. 
• . PROPERTIES  ~ '~ " (  ~ . . . . . .  i- " - , .  :. . "~=, ,  ~" - '~ , ,  " : .  . . /  • ,~ 
• ~ ~' : '~ '%; . .  L. ~-...~...~.--:' ' " 
• . : ?~we'~ ,~ ~ . . . . .  "~'.., ~, 
.~  ,<.._  ~=?'~ : . , ;  
• . . . .  - , .~_ . .  . . . . . . .  
Empire Metals Corp. Ltd. .... " " " .  . ' . , - .  
TRANSFER'AGENT:  NAT IONAL TRUST COMPANY:  510 BURRARD ST . ,  VAN cOUVER 
EXECUTIVE  OFF ICE:  SU ITE  202 569 Howe St. ,  Vancouver  • i . ;  . :  
REGISTERED OFF ICE:  SU ITE  625.925 WEST GEORGIA  ST. ,  VANCOUVER - ,,"... 
UNREGISTERED SHARE'HOLOERS'ARE REQUESTED TO REGISTER THEIR  " • 
SHARES WITH THE NATIONAL TRUST CO. IN ORDER TO RECEIVE IN- ~, . ,. 
FORMATION ON THE CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF THEIR C O M P A N Y . . "  ' - ~i": 
Expendlturesofupto$1,690,0001n theexploratlonstageiscontemplatedbyeSWiss - ;. ~:. ,.;. 
firm in a se,~rch for a maior copper'deposlt in'the Sflkine River mineral belt,' 
Telegraph Creek area, in northwestern British Columbia. 
Details now available of the agreement belween Empire Metals Corp. Ltd. for~; ,•cx., '.'. i~ 
merly Empire Mercury Corpei'atlon Ltd. and tl~e Swlss'Alumlnum Mining C(), o f .  . "  .." .~'• 
Canada, a wholly.owned subsidiary of the glant Schv~eizerische Alumlnu m.A.G,, show ."." -,- 
tha.t this fully Integrated mining, manufacturing and marketing concern will own 70.•: !';. "..'i..~. ; 
per cent'of the company to he formed if it elects to put the property on productlon.~: - .: .'/~' "; ' = ', 
, In a letter to shareholders, Donald W. Tully, president of Empire, po nts out/that - " ~:_ : :,~ 
' Empire has'kcquired the right to purchase a 100 per cent Interest in 42 claims'known ~- 2 
as the HOP.Group in the Casino art, a, Dawson Range, Yukon: 'He notes also Ihat the : 
company s Menltou mercury property north of Goldbrldge, Bralorne a~:ea of Br fish:. '.t~ii;~ .~'. 
Columbia, Islngood'stending forseveralyears wlthsurfacedlamor~ drillln~ p la~d. i~ .  'J~ ~t ,, ..~ 
for .the.near future, . ., ~, : _ : ivy: ,. , .:~! 
down icy•  s t reetS ,  on ' a  
homemade I~ led . . ' . - "  
His account evokes memories 
of' fami ly  squabbles wi th  their  
peculiarpecking order; Sunday 
outings on sbuthern Saakat- 
chewan's .gumbb: "roads; 
stringing the Christmas 
decorations ir~ the living room 
pinning the whole •with.an ue- 
cordion •pleated: bell that 
bumped people's3oreheads•., :., 
Bralthwuite's style.is casual, 
unhurried. His humor- is a 
chqckled, sharing of a fond 
reminiscence, ' A good :ichoice 
for anyone With fond memories 
of life as  i t  was In 'Nokomis;' 
Prince Albert and Saskatoon i  
the 1920's. . . . .  ' / • 
_ • . . ,  +++, :  -:,... :." 
i THE MEBMAJD !N THE 
' , SWIMMING ` POOL/ . ' ,  
BY .DOUGLAS WALLOP 
I w:w. NOR'ION AND'CO: I~ IC .  
| At 47, Frank Colem,ai~/is less 
t:oneerned, with" :his: stagnant 
marr iage. '  than  !;'with' the 
pollution Of his swimming pool. 
In eight years he.hasn't  spoken 
to - I~  ~ffe,/"But',  theipool '  is a 
dif fered'{'s itt iat ibn. '  : Dally: h~ 
Yankees Lost: the Pennant." 
' +++ ~, Trapping Is My Life, by John . . . . .  
T.EBRO ENSNARE Tetso; B fCat.ePr .e.o. . . . . . .  ESTATE " INSUI ANCE : /REA l  
BY R,.O. SYMONS by Juergensen; "Dress Pattern 
DOUBLEDAY AND CO, INC, Designing by Natalie.-Bray; FOR COURTEOUS SERVICE  CALL  
A young couple from the, Beauty and Charm, The :~ 
Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan' Model's/wa'y, by Susan Par- . . . .  
stakes a homestead in Canada's Ungton; Barkerv i l l e 'Day .by  . i  Wightman: & Smith Ltd .  
Pacific Northwest. There  F edLudditt; N°tesFr°m The  /::i / : : :i }.: " : :: :635-636 i)/: 
among the sparklin'g Creeks and Highsc116ol .Underground,:" by .( 
virgin: timber they set .to the John Birmingham; Writing For _ : . 
gruelling work 0f.erecting log Money ln' Canada, byRaymond -~ " tERRAcE SSENIOR I'{AGENCY 
buildings and brealdnggroand Hull; I Married:a::Priest, ,by.  
for 'crops.  F romtbe ,  moment"  ' Joan'  Longo; .Mary  Queen o f  . i .  - : : ' .  ~ ' ,A I s ' i i : I LA I ( ' F .LSE  AVE '  . . 
they pitch their  f i rst  tent they Scots, by Antonia F raser ;  The  
are ~:ommi[ted in :a  ~ bat t le /o f  Pr ice 0 t - :My  Soul, . 'by., Ber -  . ~ ' | . 
s~ 'v iva]w i thw0 lves ,  bearsand nodet teDev , ln ;Ben lHunt '#B ig  : :::I :iTHORNHILL,,: nmtler's.: .... • .. . . ' .  ' . .  Ind ianera f t . ; .  Book'; '  "Con;  
' The pace ~ is slow. -but teraporary Poetryi:of British : 
gradually they ,build a .log, Columbia,From The Son g,,.Nis 
'hbuse, Sow a few'~c ' res ,paek . inb inders ,  i mow rs  and o th , r . .  KopasPress; Be l la  :C®! 'a ' "bYL i !C l i f fand  LM g ! Of f  The  ! :/i:ii!i:i:ii!i, i ( ELECTRIC: : i i , :  
heavy:equlpmeht; ,"outside', ~. ! Country, rby Bradford Angter. i ' 
a i rp lanes  zoom overhead andq : , .  . ~  . . . .  ,' 
everyone .enj0ysi'.:m0dei'n-! ~:- t  : .  : !~ .~ i . ,  i , i :  : ~.~.,"/,'/: ,E lec t r i ca l  Cont ractors  : : :  ::/::::i:ii/ 
• plumbing,...,,,, . :~ '  :/ ~' ,,'L ~ ' ' " C E N T E N N I A L  MEM~O. . I ,  ' ' " ~ , , : : .~ ,~~' ,~, :~, ; ' ; i e~M ~ / 
niatures ~s thn'raneh develops I : f l r s t : rea¢hedthe  Padflc:coast: ~ ..);:-/~• r'~': ' RE- - , - -  
and'prospere ,? / Just  when:the I byland in'1793 felt his journey "':~,/;;'~ ?~',~':/~ " : ~ ~  
r.ancker, at .rains ~e heights .his . ] .wua . f s i l~e  because t l ze -~ts :  " ::;:;:/~,,:~ ~.'~:~':::~i,i.~.~ ~....,.. :~ 
: ®main, Is invaded 'by a- ~ew:l,was (oo i'ugsed fOi'the ~'ii~id~ '-' R,,R;~Z;'Ri 
" f r  
•4 '  
"By  tdrms of the agreement with the Swiss meier firm's subsidiary (SAMC~ 
Empire Would retain a 24 per cent In'tel:est in lhe Sflklne property at product on:, 
• the original vendors.of'thls property to' Emp re'w I 'retaln.a 6 per cerit inter'e 
• Nel~h'e~ Empire nor the vendors w~ Id fiov'e to put up any funcls to explore and put 
property into productlon• SAMCAN has purch,~sed atthe outset 100,000 Shares Of 
• capital stock of Emplre'at 35(: per Share and hes an option' toac¢lull'e another 100, 
~ sh'ares I'n the period OCtober i, 1971, to January 10 1972, anti a so n the per 0¢1 'nero 
• ,t';: l i 1972 throu{~h January 10, 1974, for a ~otal of 300,000 shares. Prcee payable for 
"~So¢0nd an~ third blocks of shares are to' relate to  the market pr ce at the.t m 
• exerclseL . . . . . . . . .  • ' • ' t "  ' 
~/Shareholders were advised when Emp re f rst announced acqulslt on" 
• -'! ~Telegraph Creek property, that t showed extens ve coppor mlnorn Izat on on'surfl 
• /;tsomaofWhlchlsoregradeacrossbl~enpitwidt~s, Itwashighlyrecommendedby, 
, !~ Consulting f lrmof R.H.Seraphim Engineering Lt(t. Sampling of the.surface'showl 
• .{~i:;gave 30 feet of..1 s'oz~ s Iver per ton 0.4 p:::; cent coW, per; 120 feet of 0 S oz, sllvor,.l 
• ..... percent copper'and 20 feet of 0,4 oz. silver, 0,87 per cent copper; One'of the thr~!~ 
', £ <diamond ri l l  holes cut 19 feet of 0.6 per cent copper. :A prellmlna'l~ 011 Sa~ 
t ' ,  survey returned high anornalous readlngs n a'fav~urable geologlca! environment 
: .,iWo~.phase $~00,000 Program has been recommended, to include• detail,geo o~ 
piing and geophyslcafsurvey work follow~l by bulldo~e'r tl;e~¢ll • ::: mapping, soil sam li  i l survey ( 
: "~(~.andangedamonddr  ng' .: . . . . . . . . . . .  . : '  • 
: i ;~: ;~.The agreemen]'r~lu|res:$AM(~AN:.to! spend theC$1,~,~0,000 ' i k '~. ry in~ah~ 
'~ :!.. ~ amounts bY December 31, 1976 "Also( to maintain Its opt on, SAM~AN Is r~ lU l r~ 
: .  . , ;  make cesl~ payments ,to the ven¢~S tote Ing |i26,000 by 'Decemne~ :31',,]W¢ L:~ 
,{.%<:i:Vendor~;; w.hoare a pa~ty 't.o the agreeme'nf, are: Bev~ley W•" MCFad¢l~n';,Wllfl 
. T':~.' Buchho Z,' John'Anderson and P etor H~ Sevensma .. ~- ' ' • "~ %' 'i ~' 
' "• "i;~::;s_6McAN"wil•r"be:~iltied to recoun expenditures m;;de bY I)Out o f .ao:~'~;  
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formed 
i ....... i n  Thornh i l l  TV  GUIDE " 
~: ='.="~ i/: 
'~ ~ " " " ~ Some 60 parents and teachers and School Organization. 
~¢: . " :~::' gathered in the Thornhill .Elected as President w-" (CLIF AND SAVE) .:i ,~/:i~' . . , ,  ~,.~. .... /~:. .... . . . .  -, . ..... :,.~,i" :~i~ ,~ Gymnasium Thursday night to Lloyd Simpson;.secretary, Mr.
~/ ,~ , ~ .~ ~.~. ~) launch a parent-teacher g oup. M. Hartneli; treasurer; Mrs. I 
• , .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  .,::~ Roy, M: Greening, supervising Gregorash, . and ehairin 
. ,  ¢ , .:principal of Thornhill schools, various committees'were Mr~ Monday Tuesday  .... - , , : "  " , " .  " ........ ~:~ ~/~ ' ]~  : ' "~ '~ '~"~"  *f~'~~'~"::~ clmired the informal-type Thiel, Mrs .  Wieler, M] 
: r : e ¢" ' .Greening, Mrs Scott, and Mr~ :: ' '..,: =~!. ~ /  meeting.... 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 9:35 Mr. Dressup :+ . . . . .  ::+ " '":~ The reasons for-the need of Rowe. Assisting.these variot 
10:00 Canadian Schools 10:00 Canadian Schools ~'/~ . . . . . . .  ~ " ' " ~. i..:=;.~:-.::~il such an organ!zatlon,'.the types committee heads are: Mrl 
¢ 10:30 The Friendly Giant 10:'.10 The Friendly Giant , ~ :  ,,. of committees required and the Rigler,i I~lrs. Sjoman, Mr: 1{}:45 Chez Helene 10:45 Chez Helene liason hoped for would arise Bourelle, Mrs. Wilde, Mrs. ][ II :00 Seasame Street 11:{~ Seasame Street ~ ( " from such an midertaking Smith, andMrs: Rinsma. 12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 12:00 Mid-Day Matinee ~. 4[ between home and school, were It was also decided that th 'Sierra Baron' 'Don't Talk To Strange Men . . . .  "' :' ~ discussed, newly forniedThornhill Horn 2:00 What On Earth Guest speaker, was Bill and School Organization woul 2:30 Luncheon Date 2:00 Double Exposure " ~ ,~  Richards, Regional Field meet on the fourth Thursday (
3:oo Take Thirty 2:30 Luncheon Date '~ " ~ Executive for the Northern every month. .. " '; 
3: : ioThe E 'dgeOf  Night '.ko. TakeTh i r ty  . ,~;~=:~ :, Reg ion .o f  the Boy  Scouts  of out ...t"aa 
4:30 Drop-in 4:1}0 The Galloping Gourmet ;,' . , . from the Terrace Kiwanis Club. SC er  
5:0, Rocket Itobin tlood 4:30 The Banana Splits ,~. • KIWANIS HELPS : ' 
. 5:30 Favourite Things 5:0o Oops ~ i  ~ The K iwan is .  agreed to to convention 
• 6:00 Focus 5:30 The Beve" v Iiillbillies . sponsoring organization for the A Boy Scout executive fron 
6:15 Closing Markets 6:00 Focus ., Thornhill cubs and scouts. Terrace will at[end a two-din 
6:20 News 6:15 Closing Markets ~t~'~.~ Riehards felt that there was conference in Prince Rupm: 
6:40 Weather Show 6:20 News N s need of a wolf cub pack and a nextmonth. 
6:47 Sports 6:40 Weather Show :~ boy scout patrol in the Thornhill Bill Richards, regional fiek 
7:00 Family Affair 6:47 Sports area. executive, will take part in r 
7:30 1'he Mike Neun Show 7:00 Reach For The Top All that-was needed, he Said, conference for Boy Scow 
8:00 The Partridge Famuy 
I}:30 Front Page Challenge 7:39 The Smith Family was a few interested parents to Commissioners and Serviee'~ 
form a group committee. Staff members at the Prince 
9:00 The Bold Ones 
1O:O0 Man At Tim Centre II:oo The lied Skellon Slmw There were several questions Rupert Motor Inn. 
10:30 Man Alive B::Io Telescope '71 from the floor, which Richards Special guest will be Larry! 
9:00 Storefront Lawyers answered in detail. Some 15 Wilcox, from national ~ 
parents signed up as being headquarters in Ottawa. i 
I I :~HI The National News 10:00 Tuesday Night : definitely interested in the He is currently developing a
11:22 Viewpoint ' ~ movement• national program of adult! 
II ::|ll Nighl l,'inal I1 :flit Tile National News ~ :~: :?, PRESIDENT PICKED leadership training, i 
Sign Off 11:22 Viewpoint ~ " ~,, ..... 
. 11:30 Nighl Final ~ There was an election of of- The conference will be held 
Sign Off ~. ~ :.~,/ ricers for the Thornhill Home February 6 and 7. 
J i . . . . . .  CROSSWO PUZZLE "] -. Rent  A ~ WE RENTT.v.,s " RD 
' " Today's BY TIlE 
FllOM US WEEK OR THE =[ ] 1. Flying 51, Reared 23. Sheep.' 
' ' MONTli [ saucers DOWN 2~. Moun- 
. (abbr.) 1. Well versed taineer 
TERRACE Also Rent 5. Trade in (2 wds.) quar. 
(Par.) 2. Soda - -~  rels : PHOTO to Purchase . . . . . . . . . . . .  9. Ladder 3, Approves 25. Peril- 
.. SALAD DAYS will be coming to Terrace shortly. This British formed the Association. This will be their first production and rung 4.Understand ten- 
: 1615 Lakelse $5.110 per week musical will be performed by the Light Opera Association the zast has been going hard at it since September, practicing lO."TheOld 5.Very tiary 
~:. 635-5951 $10.50 per month February 26 and 27, at the Skeena Junior Secondary School. twice a week. Playing the leads are Marti Messam as Jane and ~ 6, Pollution (2 
~ Joan Spencer, president of the Association, is in charge of the Robin McColi as Timothy. Tim's mother is played by T.C. Kelly Bucket" source wds.} 
:: musical and Ken Morton, director. Mrs. Spencer, a professional and Wendy Mansbridge plays Rowena. This photo shows a scene 12. Stored 7, Weight. 26. Ger- 
; Th d 14. Utah state (Turk.) man 36. Tree W d d opera singer, feeling that there were so many capable and from a recent rehearsal which includes the whole chorus...staff flower 8.Crlbbage excla- 37. Costly 
~i= e nes  ay  urs  ay  willing people in Terrace called a public meeting last May and photo. :15. Cape- - ,  score tallies matlon 40. Contained 
Mass. 9. Tibet sheep 27. Obtain 41. Poem 
1O:O0 Canadian Schools ..... FOR A GIANT 16. Frequent l l ,Present 30.White 43. Prefix:up .I..,;~ Mr. l)ressu I) ipoet.) 13. Exttnct bird ~ .45. Seize 
10:30 The Friendly Giant I . : . .  ('anadian Scliools .. 18.Compass 1T, Fore- 33.Boy's 46.Title 
10:45 Chez Helene I.::I. The Friendly (;ianl ' ' ' point most nickname 48. Playerin 
:.' 11:00 Sesame Street Im45 ( 'hez I h,h,m, 19. Preposition 20. Strange 34. Fabulist - "tag" . 
~: 12:00 Mid -Day  Mat inee Pretty friendly fells , ,  ~. 'Gunfighters of Abilene' II :llil St';ISIIIIlP Streel 21.Perish ". 12:00 Mid-Day Mainee . =.Oo,owar  I' I' " ' ' ' ,,. 2:00 Doub le  Exposure  (~wds.) ~ " 
~: 2:30 Luncheon Date  'Three on a Couch '  • ~ ~ 25 .Capture  ' . 
• :;:llo Take  Thir ly 2:00 Doub le  Exposure  . . ' • ' . . . . .  28 ;G ive - -  I I 
~" :':31t The l':dge Of Night 2:30 Luncheon Date  " -. , " . . . . . . . . .  • ' 
~, 4 :llO The- (hilh)l)i~ig':Gourmel 3:lllf 'l'fiRi; Thr y Robert Homme has: 'always and revie~vs about 300-. everf  i selectmns ranging 'fr6n~ ~ the viewers'- eontimled evotion to -(2wds.I ' 
4::1o l)rol)-ln :i::;~; TIw Edge ~)1 Night believed that young children year . . . . . .  ! Baroquetolightjazz,'folkniusic the 15-minute"sho~v."over the 29.Out ~ 
"~. 5:00 Tommy Tompkin~ 4:,o 'l'he (;allol)ing Gotn'nwl can appreciate and enjoy good No basic changes have been i and standard children's music, years. 31.Z,onging la~ ~]  " 
• ' 32. Tense (sl.) ~ ~/~ ,e , Wildlife Country 4:3o The 13anana Splils books and music, like anyone made to the series since 1954 [ Two of five weekly programs Off camera, when he isn't 34.Drink ~ I ~z ,  I 
:. 5::IoThelhwerlylli l lhill ies 5:OOllil)iddh, l)ay else. And for the past l2 years, when he created the Giant for : are devoted to music, busy working on the series or 35. questioning zz " l  I z" I I iz, z~ 
~: 6:00 Focus 5:3o The Beverly ~lilll)illies CBC-TV's Friendly Giant has WHA, the University of i Je rome .and Rusty, . the acting as host of CBC's popular ' term 
.. 6:15 Closing Markets 6:00 Resume consistently proven this point on Wisconsin's television station. Giant's perennial "side-kicks'~ 36 .~ ~ l l 
-'. 6:20 News 6:15 Closing Markets television. Homme has insisted that the have been a regular feature of Children's Cinema series seen / ~ ~a~ ~o I [ ~. on Saturdays at I:00 p.m., infinitum ~ i~ ~ , 
~,.. 6:40 Weather Show 6:20 News Few pre-schoolers in this program remain deliberately the program from the very "getting away from it a i r ' to  a 3fl.Tlmezone ~ ~z I I I  
~'" 6:47Sports 6:40 The Trans Provincial country do not know of the slow-paced, for in h igown beginning, secluded, country cottage 39.Excla- ~ ~ s s  I ~ I ~@ ~.::'" 7:00 Gunsmoke Airlines Weather Show Friendly Giant and hispuppet words, "so many children's They are brought to life by . ~ ,  ~ ss . ~+'~r. 8:~ World Youth Orchestra 6:47 Sporm "side-kicks' ', Jerome the shows these days move along at actor Rod Coneybeare, who has ScoburgO m e w h e r e "Iocationn e a r 42.Berlngandmatl°n s~ I ~ ~s~ I~° . ,  
~ 1970 7:00 Sportscene Giraffe and Rusty the Rooster. a frantic pace. Ours doesn't, been with the show almost as unrevealed," "he comments, others 4z I "~ I ~"  I" ~ I I 
~. 9:30 The Megantic Outlaw 7:30 The Odd Couple Since May, 1958, the 15- and the viewers love it this long as it has appeared on the Here he enjoys the outdoors and 4t.Came 
.  ,ter ar  ,1 I I  ll:00 The National News 8:0OThelnterns minute program has been way." CBC. participates in a variety of 47.Cltyln I I i,~ "~#'4~ 
~' 11:22 Viewpoint 9:00 The Johnny Cash Show telecast Monday to Friday at Music has always been a part Other  characters are in- winter and summer sports, theaews ,/4///////so ..... 
::' 11:30 Night Final 10:00 Tim Flying Circus 10:30a.m. ontbeCBC Network, of Homme's life.' During his troduced periodically for Fitting aetivity for a Friendly 49.Passage. ~ I I ~ /~s '  I I 
;:'- I1:40 The Late Show 1O:3O Encounter and during this time the jovial, college years he alternated "guest" stints on the series, but Giant, wouldn't you say? :. • way ~. 'Port Sinister' 11:00 The Nalimml News 52-year-old Homme has psychology with stints as a none have yet proven as popular 
;.' 11:22 Viewpoint acquired a devoted legion of dance-band musician, with young viewersas the two I . 
; Fr iday  11:30 Night Final youthful followers. CBC says He plays the recorder, the r e g u l a r s . . :  .: iii):(/i:i::iY:::il :i: . :-!!:i:  ::i!ili)!! i:::'ii:iiii~: ,` I! ....... f l ,  
:. ll:45 The Late Show his is the longest continuous clarinet and saxophone, and MAKES IT FU.N :::~~: : , : ;  
• " 'Floating Dutchman' " ~ :' i i ' :. 10:00 Canadian Schools show for children under six in musical talent seems to abound Homme tries - and obviously : ' : : ) i  i 
• ~: 10:30 The Friendly Giant North America, which probably in his family as well: wife succeeds at it to make books ' = ' ! i: 
/. ll:00 Sesame Street means for the world as well. Esther plays the piano; and stories as much fun for the : 
, s d _ !  ¢. 12:00 Mid-Day Matinee atur  ay  500,000 VIEWERS , youngest son Peter, 12, the children as he can. The music . . . . .  ' . . . . .  :: . ~' ' : : ~ . / : .  : 
,.;' 'A Kiss Before Dying' In Canadaalone, the Friendly clarinet; daughters Ruth, 15, ranges from Cole Porter to " • ' : " ..... : ~: i : . ' ~ .~.. 
¢:~,. 2:00 Double Exposure Giant reaches a daily viewing the bass guitar, and Anne, 18, Bach, 6ut ratings have shown ' "~ 
;.,'. 2:30 Luncheon Date audience of well over 600,000 the flute; and his eldest son, that the youngsters - not to 
;. 3:00 Take Thirty 12:00 Childrens Cinema including some 334,000 pre- Rick, 21 is a professional jazz mention many a parent as well - !:iiiiiiilii~!ii!ii!iii 
, 3:30 The Edge of Night 1:00 Curling school youngsters and nearly musician, love it that way. And his in- 
:,~: 4:00 The Galloping Gourmet 2:00 Kaleidosport 85,000 young mothers as well. MODERN JAZZ sistence that the Giant remain :,i::::iiiiii~:ili~ 
• ,.,,. 4:30 Drop-In 3:00 Saturday Heroes Homme himself acts as the Much of the music in Hom- the same from season tct season ~!i!!ili!i 
i: 5:00 Skippy, The Bush 4:00 The Bugs Bunny Road Friendly Giant, but what is not toe's household is modern jazz, has also been rewarding to 
. Kangaroo Runner Hour generally known is that he owns while his series presents Homme...with his young ~iiiii~ii]iiii::!i~:!~/: 
:,. 5:30 The Beverly Hillibillies 5:00 N.H.L. Hockey the show, writes it, researches ::iiiiiiii 
,.: 6:00 Focus 7:30 Countrytime and plays music in it. :::~:i:i:!:!:!:~:~:i:i:i:!:!:i:~:~:i:~:~:~:!::::S~:~:i:~!!:ii~:~!ii:':i:i:i: ii.. :..ii!i!i!i!iiii~iiii iiiii~ii!i~ii~ ~ ~!i~iiiiiiii!i~ii!iii~i~i~iiiii::i::!ii~ 
.~: 0:20 News 8:00 The Galloping Gourmet He is literally "a labor of ~::::ii 
": 6:40 Weather Show" 8:30 Update love" as he works long hours in "T  ' ~"~:~ 
., 6:47 Sports 9:00 Showcase '71 preparing the show from the ~:~:i ..... 
, 7:00 Klahanie 'Toward the Unknown' initial idea to the final rehearsal .:~.:.:.~).ii.Z~il....... 
-:. 7:30 Julia and taping and also spends a. ~ii~ iIi!~ 11:00 The National News " ~ mo~ I,augh-ln great deal of time in selecting ....... ¢~: ~:l~i 
!t3,; Tonlnlv Ihinl(q' 11:15 Provincial Affairs :,:.:~ ................... 
3" 10:00 Ironside 11:20 Night Final books and music for his young i ~i~.'.~:~::::~:** ,<~: 
11:30 The Late Show viewers. ~i~::i::i~:~:~:~:: ii  ~ 
~" 11:28 Night Final 'Yellowstone Kelly' He keeps over 500 children's '[ ~!il~i:: ~i~ii! 
' ~.::~ ~:~i~i '"?'~" ~,- books in the libarary of his :::: !! i~:l[~ 
• ~ 11:45 The Late Show Jarvis Street office in Toronto, .! 
'Men in War' ' I ~"':~ :~ '.. ., :: ... 
un ay  P ic ture  oan  i 
-'~ L2:00 Apollo 14 Launch ~ , ~; I ~o~y. .~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
;,': 1:00 Analog 7:00 Adventures in SOC ety meets ::': ' 
Rainbow Country ~ ~  .,~ 1:15 B.C. Gardener 
'~ 1:30 Country Canada 7:30 The Bill Cosby Show 
.'~ 2:00 Faith To Live By 0:00 The Ed Sullivan Show Terrace Picture Loan was  ! 
2:30 One More Time 9:00 Sur~dav At Nine opened last Sunday in , the 
,~ 'The Manipulators' library basement, ::. . . : 
3:00 World of Musie ,~ i l  | . .  i ;| .m,~ __ .  .. _ ' " 
i: 4:00 The New Majority 10:00 Weekend Members brought in their " . , DEMOI.ITiON IS TOUGH. 'abnslvc down about eight bouts. !! has glvcn , Ct IN[S . II :00 The National News paintings which they had had on ,,~ 4:56 CBC News 11:15 The Nation's Business ...:work Iml this Caterpillar 95.~K load- . ns m~we m~ductio'n Ihan we c~er, had i' 5:00 Audubon loan fore.two month period : ' ' ~cr th~es.it all for Johnston & McKip- ~cl'i~'c aid il has realh' he i'~cd our . . . .  ; 
'~ 6:30 Hymn Sing ll:20 Night Final The loan Currently has 90 - . . ' . . ~ .  '~ '~ '~.~ , '  'non' I)6m~liions"lt, l  o f  Bur~abv' i s. ss' ro " ..... '~ 
" 6:00 '~e  Won~rful Sign' Off paintings ranging from scenery - , ' " ~" . . . .  , m. me,'. g w. If ~ou want ,, produc- , 
: .Tl!c~.l I..horst: lower,. I..4-~,drd 955K. , ,a  . . . . . . . .  ~m , ,, , , ,c t. ~v",, .... I,;r " ' . '~ World of Disney to abstract and executed in , 
~i@' e" , ! ~ ' 'a  , CARPET CLEANING"" - - .  variety of The membershipTt'~ is one  I( ~ ~ . ,  _ _ _ _ # '  la [ " ,  ! : :~~~i~. . ' : : - - . ' :  ' I  I ~ , ~  graces u°wn wn's~ maus° t l  tows  s . . . .  . . . . ' "  .'ce met . '  • L- ,"atcr~i  a r l ineFromlhcT0  ' . r * • IBALLA.D . . . .  . "  ,'. : c .a , s  Ul. lhe s,tc .n  so,,. o f  the h "4i Io' lhc 17' 'h-'" 983" ' ~,~hh' ........ 
~ . : Vanconvc,' area, It also finds time to ' ' . . . : - .. 
• .. i~!:~::::::: i ; :~ '~ . l a :~S > 'ccmo t,,n conlracts'  in the":, P'.~ ' . "  . . . .  P "' "' ," " 
L dollar and the rental fec for two:i: • ' . . . . .  '" • ' btckclsfrom l!4 'to 5. ctiyds .af ida.  
, ~ ~ O ' - ;  ~ : ' Pho .  e 6~$- '6 - - I  :. d , n f~w ,asen, cnts a,d do full range of log and hm,b~r forks. • . months  is two  dollars. : " ' ., . . . .  g ~.. '." . ," " ' a little '. , -, , ".:, ; ! ~; . 
: I  : ,o ,  Ru ,s ,wa l l  to  wa l I "c~rpet  I Thepa in l ings~nthe  l~,anare;:.  ST/flUR-RNT . i . . f l l p ,  :,clmiri,gi :..in ,,ii :says ,oe 'M, - :  You'r Finning:sales rcprcscntatigc'h,s , • 
: Ktnn0n,. ,  we have.worked the ma-~: al[:lho, t l c tmls , :F INNING~ your . :  , 
• members . .  ".. :..!'.'. , :; , iih~s 0nly been:)!'cA ERPlI,LAR ii":i, i' ::", : . .  : II '.:::CARPET LAY ING Ii Art l s tswh° /Wisht°d lsp lay :  .Canadian &: Chinese Foods:: ,-: L ''' L : " ' I ~ ': ' ~" ~ ~I~I : I '~  
:" ' the l rwork ln0rde i~tose l l them 'Open .Mor t .  thru; Sat ,10 .am to.  t ia ra . :  :L,,'' ",~.'' ::, ...... : ":':~:'~"<':>:':;:.' ''::~ ..... " ' . '  :.': '~.,',,"'''.''"~' "'~::~''':/ '!~" ::t,':'V',,:" :' " - "  ' -:,'/',ii'.:~::: ::,,,:: ............ ~ ,.: • : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ~'~ : :'~I:" " :' ,.' " :". Phone '635-6560 . " I'"aremissi0n'charged':,10'per:g'ent com. -  , . . .  ,..., , . . . . .  Sunday ,10.am to ,,10.pro . , ,  .... ....... ' : ' . . . . . . . . .  rI ~ ' I ' '  . . . . . . . . .  ' ':''~:~' ...... ~:I; 'r' ''' ' ' . . . . . . .  ' ' ~ I I 
~ :,:~. :~,' : ' . ' I For  further .tnformatio," 4642 Ltizelle: '63'$,/6111/?,Term'¢~ii~C I :::~":'~:: '~ '  :" ' "  " .:,'-'"":'L '".*'. ' .".:~:/".:,:': :, ; '  ~'~ '~  ~ '.~!,: '~'~!',',:'~I; ,: 7 ;; : ~ .:: ~ '  ,:/.'. ~,:7.,! ~(~!i.::;::/'.:~! • W.', :'. ..... 
~ ':;:l:~s!:;~;:i'{mailinl~ad~eu)C~ttp~rCity, B~x $~,. Ter race  : I , cOntact  Mrs .  Shefilg, :~/esteqth) :.....;,;. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i • . = .... ' : i . . . . . .  = • .'. I; • .I . . . . . . . .  4;' ' ~ .... ~ ; ~" ~; : ' ~ ~ '  ''~>: "t::':F~:;~' I,~'~.k ~:~.j~":'=.~[': ; * '4~r'=: :'::: :'" ',.::>' "~:$'q= ": ~: ~d ~=~:~'~" : ::~:: ~: '~  ','~ '~'<:. " . . . . . . .  :.' '= ' =4 
r~ : :~ ' '  I ': = I: l' I I " .... , , ' . . . .  " I ' vlC..e-p/esiden, l~ at 63~37:3§ ' .. :~' ..... . ........ :.'./. ...................... :.: ........ .-.'.'.'.'_~, ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :...~' '. ..... .,' ~ ..... ' " ,~ ' :  
" . . . .  , ' .  ~ ? ': ~': ' ~ ~'" ' ' ' '. ~,t ' , . ,  " ' " '~ '~?" ' * ' , "T"  " ' ' ' ' ' % " " "  ' "  "¢" ; ' * " " ' ; ' ; /  
' . . . . . .  ~ ;",•:''.'~':'.:.:~':', 5' ' : i eC" ;  :'" ' ' -~  . • • ',~ :':;,~"~. . . . . . .  " ':'; " ' '  ~:~i' . . . . .  :'=:":' ., ~,v ~,, .... : .... ........ = ; : , ,:':~:;~,~;,:i:,~ '::':: ~ !i;!::: :' " . . . .  ...... • ' ........ '~  . . . .  ; , : ,  :C ' :~ : :< ? :i /;i:' :" ' : ~: : ":  : : . . . .  . =:. . . . . . .  ,' . . . .  ., ; : : , ! 
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TERRACE HERALD 
.4613 Lazelle'Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O. BOX 399 
Phone 635.6357 
National Advertising 
Armstrong..Dagg 
Representatives Ltd. 
Western Regional Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Member of: 
B.C. Division of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
association 
and 
Audit Bureau of Circulation 
Classified Rates 
Five cents a word (minimum 25 
words) ..25 cents off for cash. 
Display classified $1.25 an inch. In 
Memoriam, minimum. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
Yearly Ioy mail 510 in Canada 
$12 outside Canada 
Authorized as second class mail by 
the Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
for  payment of postaue in cash. 
1 - Coming .Events  
St. Matthews' Anglican 
Church Women 
are holding 
a 
RUMMAGE SALE 
Saturday 
February 6, 1971 
10 A.M. .  12 Noon 
at 
Anglican Church Hall 
(new location, right 
behind the church) 
(C-9) 
13- Personal 
PERSONAL 
Wanted • young woman between 19. 
24, cleall, +non.hippy who would like 
loving man, home and would like to 
raise • smal; family and ~an 
vertisement I~x 6S8 Terrace, 
(P-50 '- 
14-  Business Persona l  
Northern Fashion Floors Ltd. and 
Builders in Thornhill. Indoor . 
Outdoor n stock $3.99 yd. Bound 
MateS1.59 and Up. Carpets and LinD 
in stock on sale. We install. Phone 
635.3414. 1001.D Old Lakelse Lake 
Rd. (P .9 )  
WHERE IS yOUR AVON 
REPRESENTATIVE? Maybe you 
don't have one. Maybe you should 
be the one in your neighborhood Io 
sell fo all those customers. In. 
terested? Write M re. E. Dunsfor~, 
531 R annals Ave,, Prince George, 
B.C. (C-9-3) 
ROOFING 
No job too big 
No ion too~mall 
See your roofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD• 
General Roofing (Bonded) 
Phono night or day 635.2724, 
(CTF) 
Divorce $49.00 
Self.Divorce simplified. Write 414. 
1298 W. 10, Van. 9, B.C. Phone 738. 
1731. (PM~9) 
I P,dER UEE• VACUU S J 
Sales & Services. . I 
For free home demonstrations c~il I 
, 635-3886 , | 
Office No.5 - 4554 Lazelle Av'e. | 
(CTF) | 
For Your Radio and T.V. Repairs 
Phone 635.3630 ,across from the 
Legion. 
.FRED'S FtJRNITURE 
(a division Of Fred's Refrigeration) 
(CTP) 
P iano  & Organ 
.~i Lessons  . . .  
, .;i ' ... ";~'...'.', 
' : '  GlmbleStudi0s ~'+:Y ""~. 'j 
• " ,~Ph0ne:  63S-~S42, 
(P -9 )  ,'. ",.::% ~ ,.:[...',: : 
. ~ ~.~.,~i' ~ i  
; I TELEVlS+.ON &ELECTRONtC 
i SERVlCINO.:~Y:~ ,"  " 
' i Pbone6~S.3 ,1s .  
12~ Anyt, me 
TRU(:K &'CAT REPAIRS 
Fully qUallfl~ed Heev~Outy  
Mechanic available.evenings and 
weekends o~' E,aln~,...TrUcks?+ 
• •(Flo6rs?, : : :  ": 
• 4) i+aPedes?  
. .  + . , "  
CALL :7 ' ' + L
" I ~ " , "  .;  ,+ ,~.,. : 
Ca-petcraft!; 
:;. 6ss.~iss 'i i'.ii;,./' 
SHOPPD 
. . PHONE 635-6357 
• - • . 
Leg " I H is tor icpark  " 14 - Business Personal '43 - Rooms for Rent 57 ,.Automobiles : LEGAL ale " •. 
PROFITABLE OPPORTUN TY ;. " KEYSTONE COURT APTS.  " For Sale: Salvage Blds: 1964 Chev, [ 
"We offer the opportunity to start a' 1, 2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites, 4621 =/4 ton p!ck.up. Inquiry M E Carlson. NAVIGABLE WATERS CANADA I :~ ' ~" 
. . . . . .  Co.oplrlSul'ance. Ph;5.5232.' (P-9] Rawletgh Business of your own 
around Terrace. You manage your, 
Businesr, the way you see f i t  and" 
recelvea II the Profits. You can start, 
on our.Capit¢~l. For details write 
Rawlelgh'S, Dept...A.177.1S, 589 
Henry Aver, Winnipeg 2, Man." (C-, 
16) 
For Sale: Top quality hay and grain 
for•sale at Telkwa, B.C. Contact 
Darlene Robinson at $46•5,1~ or 
Trudy Jackson 846.5334. (CM.9) 
ALLAN J. McCOLL 
• NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 LakelseAve. 
Phone 635.7282,, 
Res. 635-2662 
Terrace, B.C. 
(CTF) ', ," 
FOR RENT 
T.V. Sets, guitars, amplifiers, P.A. 
Systems, saxophones, trombones, 
trurnpets, coronets, flutes, movie 
proiec'fors, slido protectors; screens, 
. clarinots, otc. Ask about our Rental 
Purchase Plan. 
Terrace Photo Supply Ltd. 
4645 Lakelse Ave. 
Alcoholi:s Anonymous Phone.635- 
2830 or 635-3448 (CTF 
16- Lost 
Reward for information leadlr~g to ,~ 
print dryer taken from the 
Darkroom in Community Center 
sometime during the middle of Dec. 
Call '635.2344 (STP) 
28 : Furniture'  f0i" Sale 
For Sale: Koerting Stereo Record 
Player with 8 speakers• Phone 635. 
/g93. (P.11) 
For Sale: One 23 inch TV in good 
pe..~ Phone 5-57]~:. ii(p'-9) 
_,h~ ~or S i l~- ' -+ , .~ isc .  • 33 "i .. " 
For Sale: Misc. household fur- 
nishings, T.V. Radio, •Chesterfield, 
fridge, etc. Phone 63S.2919 after 5 
pm. (P-10) 
• FOR SALE MISC• 
Walnut Bunks with matresses 
• pr. LR lamps . . . .  
.fri light 
-3 s~vivel bar stools 
• pr. drapes 96" W'X 79" L 
(P-9) 
38 - Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted~- Misc. • 2 bedroom dressers. 
Phone Diana at ~.&15"/. (STF) 
Wanted~to I~uy .. a Cadillac or Old. 
smobile trapsmtsslon r 0 f i t  a 1962 
Caddy Coup de VIIle or private in- 
dlvldual to repalr traps In Caddy 'in 
spare t!n~e. ' Phone 635.6300. (P -10)  
Wanted to buy - Logs or wood for 
fireplace. 
Male and female rabbit 
Heavy breed and mixed bantus or 
bantam hens Please phone 635.2307 
(P.11) 
Wanted single mattress• S-3841. 
(STF) 
Wanted: Used Piano.. Phone 635• 
7391. (C-10) 
41 - Machinery for Sale 
WINTER COUNT DOWN 
'68 C7A P-S TREE FARMER 
SKIDDER PR113.planetar!es. Tires 
24.5x 32. Good condition: 
. VANCOUVER $20,750. 
No. 440 JOHN OEERE:SKII~DER, 
with JD winch: f6.9 x 30 tires, Good 
Blade. General cORd. good.. 
KAMLOOPS ' : " . /_ $6,900:" 
'68 VOLVO FRONT END LOADER 
BM840. 2 cu. yds. cap. Rebuilt elec. 
:sys. 6 cyl. dleseli:'P.S trans. Good 
tires 18;4 x 3;~,:~:I'4'PI~', and 14.9 X 24 x" 
10.ply. 'Exce!lent conditloq: N0 10 
WeldeD Gralople extra; 
,PRINCE GEORGE , - $17,300. 
englne.23.x x 26 nylon, fires. Like' 
hew. • - • . 
KAMLOOPS .- ! $20,99S, 
' .  ~ Phone+ ~63"7181 ~ 
• .'ROBERT MORSE/CQRP LTD. 
• : Vancouver. Pr/!Oeorge 
K amloops, i ".Canlpbell Rr. 
.Grande Prairie, 
"(C.9) • . ,.. - .. 
.F0r Sale .Make offer s on following 
complete. " " .  ' - 
TD14 'L F Crawler, - Tractor  
Fol;mall 400 farm'tractor~wffh 6 f t ,  
rolo tiller. Call "~5.6723 (CTF) 
43 .; 'Rooms. for+ Rent. +. 
THoRNHILL MOTEL 
& COFFEE SHOP 
. Reusek#ep ingUn i ts '  " 
• ~ +. Propanebottlefllllng. +" ' .  
+ . Pac flc 66 Gas and O . 
"'... :", +/.., .Hlghw~ly. i6 Eesr'  :(¢'rF)'. 
m 
,OSB.ORNE~' .  • GUEST ' HOUSE 
~ ComfolCtable rooma~ In~. quiD: 
" residential', ~iree;" 2812 ;Hail Street.* 
Phone ~l,T.21'II"/('CTF), ,~, :  +' 
:, F ' + " ms.' a.d tUmii~eU 
.... epar tmen|e , '  .CoOklng' ,ac l l l t le l  
,7"+'aVL+~';i" +~ne i ~  ' "(¢TF.):!(:' 
ScottAve. Terrace. Phone: 635.5224 
or 635-6381,' (CTF)" ~"  
'GATEWAY COURT • One and'r'~o 
,bedroom furnished ' su i tes  • 
Reasonable summer and winter 
daily, weekly, and monthly rates. 
Phone: 635.5405, "(CTF) ..;~ 
. .  , • -  . , - 
R0~n available for one gentlemen. 
Private ehtrance. Phone 5.2.732'. (P. 
10) . . . .  
44-  Room & Board 
Room and Board -or sleeping room 
with kitchen and living room 
facilities, close to town. 5.3841. 
(STP) 
Room and board for gentleman. 
Phdne 635-5429 [ P.9) 
Room and board availabie for 
gentlemen in town. Phone 635.SS72 
(P-9) 
Room end board for gentlemen. 
Phone 635.2321 (CTF) 
47 - Homes for  Rent 
For Renh 2 bedroom home for 2 
gentlemen preferably who would 
want meals cooked. 5.3841. (STF) 
For Rent: 2 bdrm house downtown. 
Phone S,2617. (P-10) 
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom in. 
dlvldualquiet cabins; Reasonable. 
Daily, weekly ond monthly rates. 
Phone 635.2833, (P-12) 
For Rent: One bedroom duplex 
furnished, 895 per monthPhone 632- 
7298 or apply Saturdays 968 
Mountain View Blvd. Thornhill. (c- 
le.3) 
48 - Suites for Rent 
, ,  . . . . . . .  
' For Rent:.,1 and 2 bdrm individual. 
quiet ~ cabins. ReasOnable." -Daily. 
I weekly and monthly Pates~ -Phone $. 
2833. (P.13) 
2 Bedroom suite for rent. Phone 635. 
3656 (P-10) ' 
For Rent: 1 bedroom apt. Also 
trailer spaces. Close to town. No 
pets. Phone 635.5350. (CTFI 
One 3 bedroom town'house apart- 
ment available Dec. 1st. 635.5088 
(CTP) 
Per Rent: ; b~lrm apt. ,Semi. 
Furnished. Clcse to town. Phone 5- 
3535. (P.1O) 
For Rent: Nice end clean 2 
headroom unit for small family, 
unfurnished. No pets allowed. Units 
in Thornhill area, Phone 635.6668 
after 7 p.m. (P-DI 
For Rent in Thornhill, a ~small 
furnished suite for 1 or 2 gentlemen,. 
5100 per month everything included. 
Phone 635.7985 (CTF) 
Furnished Cabins weekly ¢~nd 
monthly rates. Also suites for rent. 
CedarsMotel. Phone 635.2258. (CTF. 
3) 
51 - Business Locations 
For Rent • 1000 sq. ft. of space 
available, ideal for small business. 
Faces on Kalum Street. Phone 635. 
2312 or 635.3147 (CTF) 
55 -P roper ty  for  Sale 
For Sale: V~ acre view lot over 
looking Skeena River, with 48 x 30 
basement. $3600.00 cash or e~sy. 
terms. Phone 635.5575. (CTF) 
For Sale: 2 lots on South Kalum. 70 x"  
128 on sewer and water. $2500..each.' 
~50 down. Phone 63S•3041• (P;I.0.) . 
ST- Aut0mobi les.+ +.. 
For sole: .1963 Meteor. Ph. ,5.2321. 
(CTF) + - - ,  
Por Sale: 1969 Ford XL.-2 door H,T., ~ 
• P,S, P•B',.429cu, in.:'automatic, 
• .vlnyl roof, bucket se;ats, 2~000.rnlles.:" 
Very good condifior~/. Pl:~ced'-fol; 
quick sale. $3200.000, Phone"635;" 
T/76, (PT-14). . ,]~.- . , :  : 
For Sale: 19~ Mer.6ury)?~ Ton'.~ 352 
+ c'u, In., aulemafic,' custom "cab, H 
• barrel,csrb,/dual ~xhausts, tran- 
sistor Ignition, 4 new betted Ww tires 
and 2 new spares. Very good con; 
;~dltlon. Phene'635.7776. (PT-J4) 
'. Pot Sale: ,1~6 MeEcul;.y "V= ton two, 
~:t0nedeluxe;oneowner. Never been 
, on mud roads. ,WIII,.hold,,8 ft 
+overheqd campel'. 90 +10er cent 
' ;VAOE: 'i . 
6t Pontlac*C0hveri~.'.' , :'.";+'..'. ~':"::.: 
"69 Mercury Jet Engine'Atta~hment 
enquire Skoenl' AdjtJlteri:i~td. 47+t 
:;. Lakelle AVe, &llk21$1;+ (CTF: ~* +, 
$ 2 0 0 ~ ~  Orl. ~,lB,s2t S~'I 
: 635-3519 (P.9)" : ' +-. • :' ~ ""~" "~' 
• " .v  
.~ Eor/Sa e: ~It~. S+k d0o..,,Ver~'uood~ 
;' ~-.~ndlflon~; hone '6~'2195'L(p'g),/' :: 
For Sale: "~ 64 Ford s~lan.  NO 
standard shift, radio, good . tlresL 
good shape. Best offer. Phone':63~. 
7343. (P-9) - ~:'~'l 
ForSale: 1966 Chevelle +custom " 
1968.'--Chev Impala• Phone 635: 
2261 or 635-7303; (CTF) 
.For Sale: . . 
1960 Chev. 
1959 Pontiac Station Wagon 
1949 Plymouth 
All threefor $250.00 
195"/ Tractor with I~ydraulic. 
$4S0.00 
1965 International Dump Truck 
1.John Deere 10-10 loader Both for 
$5,750~00 
1 - 14 hp electri c starl' Wlsconsil~ 
engine. Completely overhauled: 
$,125.00 
Phone 635-2882 or may be viewed at 
Baker's Kalum Sel'vice~, 5412 Hlgl~, 
way 16 West. (CT.10) :- 
For Sale: 1967 Rambler 'Am. 
bassador Station Wagon. Power 
steering and 'bl'akes. Automatic 
Radio. Phone 635-2568 after S/pm. 
(P-12) 
58 - Trailers 
• ~t~'  MOBILE  
"=~ HOME SALES"  
• (TERRACE)  LTD. 
KN IGHT '~  
SQUIRE 
PAG E 
Come In and See Our St:le£flo. 
Unit; 
BOX 189, 
H ighway 16 East  
Phone 635-3343 
Terrace, B.C. 
For Sale: 1963 5afeway ,Trailer. 10' 
x 46' 2 bdrm. Very good condltlon. 
Phone 635.7776. (PT-14) 
Lega Is 
NOTI CE TO CR EDITORS 
Estates of the following" 
deceased: Jack MCLEOD, late 
of Surrey, Donald GREY, late 
of Box 42, New Hazelton, 
Wi l l iam-James PURDEY,  late 
of Dewdney  Trunk  Road, 
Mission, B.C. 
'Creditors and others having: 
claims against the said estate 
'are  hereby required to send 
them duly verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
B.C., before the 10th day of 
Mm'ch, 1971, after which date 
theassets of the said Estate wil l  
be distributed, having regard 
only fo c laims that have been 
receLved. 
Clinton W. Foofe, 
PUBLIC. TRUSTEE ,, 
Yours: very,.ti'ulY; . .~7 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE -. . . . . . .  
per Hart ~•, "'~ : C .E .  
(CT-14) " 
". DEPARTMENTOF LANDS/ 
FORESTS, AND 
WATER RESOURCES 
TIMBER SALI~ A-01584 
, Sealed tenders  w i l l ;  be 
rece ived ,  by :  the D is t r i c t  
Fores ter  .a t  P.i'lnce 'Ruper t  
Brit ish Columbia not later than' 
11.00' a ,m,  On the 2nd  day of 
Mar~h~ +197J f0 r the  purchaselof, 
LicenSe A'01584,. to  Hut 819,000 
cubic'feet of Hemlock, Balsam, 
• spl;uce, cei]ar a~dtrees of 0ther~ 
species. 
Located five'~lleSnoPthwest0f 
Hazel:on Casslar I~and District: 
Thr~=e (3~ Yea'rls will be allowed 
for'Ye~oval"0f "timber ~ 
; . . ,  , ,  . . ' , .  
'; ~'As':~;thiS ,:. br~a LIS:i wlihln the 
Skeetl'aP..S.Y.U. *~;hich Is ful ly 
committed,  this sa le  will be 
awarded undeP the provisions of;: 
,~se¢tlon17:.(ia.);0f the Forest Act;.,. 
whlch":gives :.the timber~sBle '
app! ica l l (  :¢ertain, Pr iv i !eges l  
British 
PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C.. 1952. CHAPTER 193 
Canadian'Cellulose Company, 
Limited hereby gives notice that it 
has, under Section 7 of the said Act. 
deposi ted with the Minister of 
Transport, at Ottawa. and in the 
office of the District Registrar of 
the COast Land Registry District at 
Prince Rupert. B.C. a description 
of the site and plans of a catch 
boom located in a portion of Wain- 
right Basin west of Galloway Rapids. 
B.C. in front of Lot Number 449. 
Range 5, Coast District. 
And take notice thai after the 
expiration of one month from the 
date of the publ icat ion of this 
not ice Canadian Cel lu lose Com- 
pany, Limited will under Section 7 
of Ihe said Act apply to the Mini- 
star of Transport, for approval of 
the Said site and plans. 
Dated at Vancouver this 29th day 
of January. 19"71. 
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES 
TENDER 
B.C. Vocational Schools 
Some spaces still remain in the 
following training courses being 
o f fered by the Department of 
Education in co.operation with 
the Department of Manpower 
and Immigraf lon.  
B.C.V,S. Burnaby 
Waiter.Waitress Training 
B.C.V.S. Dawson Creek 
Service Stat ion Salesmen 
Upgrade 
Walter.Waitress Training 
.. B.C+V.S,.-N,4~alm0. . . . . .  
Beauty Culture Upgrade 
Welding Upgrade 
Automotive Electric Upgrade 
B.C.V.S. Princ~ George 
Commercial Advanced Options 
B.C.V.S. Terrace 
Commercial Secretarial 
Plumbing Upgrade 
Welding Upgrade for  
Tradesmen 
Interested persons should 
contact their closest Canada 
-Manpower Centre or the 
principal of the Vocational 
:School concerned for  further 
Information regarding starting 
dates, length of courses, 
el iglbl l ty for wage replacement 
allowances,' etc. (C-9) 
DE PARTMENTOF 
TRANSPORT 
VANCOUVER, B.C. 
Sealed tenders, addressed to 
the undersigned and marked 
"Cleaning of the A i r  Terminal 
Bu i ld ing,  Smi fhers  A i rpor t "  
wi l l  be rei:eived up to 3:00 PM 
PST February 19-1971 for the 
cleaning of the air  terminal 
bui ld|  ng : Smi thers  A i rpor t  
Smithers  B.C. ,~ 
+. •Tender documents may be 
'obtained from the office of the  
~iReglG)l~a I Supply Of f i cer ,  
D(~pa'Ptment 'of  TransPort ,  
Room ,413, 739 West Hastings 
i,.$treet, Vancouver 1, B.C. and 
~iff ie'AIrp0rt Manager, Smlthers 
~Atrport ,  Smlthers B.C.  on a 
d~pos i t  of a $25.00 certif ied 
:cheque made payable to the 
~Recelver General of Canada. 
'~Cheques wil l  be refunded when 
specifications are returned In 
~.go, Od condition. 
,.;~.jnterested parties are advised 
thot  a meetlng:wl! l  be held'In 
• o Alrpar.t Manager's office at 
!10:00 AM; February 12, ]97.,1 to 
,discuS.S all phases of tile con-  
~'ct . .  +.: ~ ' " ,  ' .:- '+ 
J'iP~. Lenahan : 
' Regional Director, 
Afi': Services 
DEPARTMENT D F TRAN- 
SPORT 
PACIFICArR 
SERVICES REGION 
SEALED TENDERS,  ad- 
• dressed to the undersigned, 
Room 209, WinchBul ld ing,  739 
West Hastings. St reet ,  Van. 
couver 1, B.C. marked "Tender 
for  C lear ing  Approaches ,  
Terrace Airport ,  B.C." wi l l  be 
received up to 3:00..PM PST 
February 18, 1971 for Partial 
Clearing of the Approach Areas. 
to Runway 14-32 Terrace Air .  
port, B.C. 
Plans, specifications and other 
tender documents may be 
examined at the office of the 
Reglonal  Const ruct ion  
Engineer, Room 209, Winch 
Building, 739 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver 1, B.C. and 
copies obtained on deposit of a 
cer t i f i ed  cheque fo r  $25.00 
payable  to ,the Rece iver  
General of Canada. Plans and 
specifications wil l  also be on 
display at  the Amalgamated 
Cons:. Assoc. of B.C. 2675 Oak 
Street,  Southam Bui ld ing 
Reports, 2000 W. 12th Ave., both 
of Vancouver and the Industrial 
Const. Centre  Ltd. ,  2430 
Wtllington Ave.,  Burnaby. B.C. 
J.A. Lenahan 
Regional Director, 
Air Services 
(C-9) 
,on B.C. f ish 
The Fish and Wildlife 
Branch, concerned about the 
conc#ntrations of heavy 
metals found in some lakes in 
British Columbia and anxious 
to keep the public informed 
about their observations, has 
announced the compilation of 
a report based on their sur- 
reliance program. 
A program of monitoring 
has been carried on for two 
years at the request of W.K. 
Kiernan , minister of the 
department of recreation and 
conservation, says Dr. D.R. 
James Hatter, director' of the 
fish and wildlife branch. 
He pointed out that heavy 
metals, such as lead, copper, 
zinc and mercury, can be 
toxic, particularly to fish, at 
relatively low concentrations. 
The preclse levels at which 
these metals are toxic varies 
greatly depending on the form 
in which the metal exists, the 
presence or absence of other 
materials and the type of 
animal exposed to the metal. 
BACKGROUND 
Because of the complexities 
involved, considerable 
background information is 
reqqired before an un- 
derstanding can be reached of 
possible dangers to fish from 
heavy metals in the water- 
courses of the province. 
As a firststep, the fish and ' 
wildlife branch has compiled 
an initial report on heavy 
metals. This consists eta data •, 
"record and a literature 
review.' Themain data con-. 
sists .of tabulations of the 
levels of heavy metals found 
in the livers of fish taken from 
so/he.TO lakes in the province. 
L!ve~;s were analized because 
metals tend to concentrate in 
this tissue, 
The study was made in 
collaboration with Dr. H..Y: 
Warren and .other geologistS,i 
at UBC who Were interestedi~f 
using the presence of metals 
in the f ish ~as ~ indicators 'of,. 
loc;tl ,meta]iferous ore bodieS.. . 
iil;/ ,park r"  Avenue Tratler i 
(¢ t 
LARGE TREED LOT~SONCITY ; "~. 
",, ON'.CITY •WATER ANO EWER .++,~ ,,~., 
~ ~ ,' 5td &, l~rothy  $1tellby ~. :,: . . . . .  
at Fort  
The• establishment of Fort 
MeLeod Provincial Historic 
Park at McLeod Lake 90 miles 
north of Prince George on .the 
Hart Highway is announced by 
W.K. Kiernan, Minister of 
Recreation and Cons~rvatiun. 
Located on McLeod Lake 
near where it empties into the 
Pack River, the new historic 
park is the site of Fort McLeod, 
the first settlement in B•C. west 
of the Rbcl~y Mountairis: F0rt 
McLeed was founded in 18o5 by 
McLeod '' 
, - ]  
. , .," .~ !i I 
Simon Fraser who'was ~t~at  
time in the employ of the,North 
West Company. 
The North-West Company and 
the Hudson's Bay Coinpany 
amalgamated in 1821. It was 
from the latter that the seven 
acre historic park site was 
acquired. 
Creation of ]Port M(~Leocl 
Provincial Historic Park.. will 
. ensure the. prese~a~on.of the 
last original log buildlng still 
Standinl~on the site-;: 
f I 
FOR SALE 
.USED DINETTE SUITES ~"'  
.USED BEDROOM SUITES 
.USED CHESTERF IELD SUITES  '+"': 
.USED TELEVIS ION SETS . :'=' 
We Buy, Sell, Trade & Rent 
FRED'S FURNITURE CENTRE 
(A Division of Fred's Refrigerafl0.) 7-.~ ~ 
Across From 
4434 Lakelse The Leg ion . " 635-3630 
Use Terrace Heraid;Ciassified . . . . . .  * ]o 
- I 
EXPERIENCE SOLVES TRUCK 'PROBLEMS 
Take Advanlage of 52 Years Combined Truck Experience of 
Our Sales Staff 
+"+ :H i  vai r': i "' r r - : 
"USED TRUCKS"  
P ICKUPS 
1969 I,H. 10o Pickup Demo V.8 4 Spd Custom Like New $3150 
1969 I .H. 1200 ~/, Ton 4x4 v.. 4 Spd Complete RecoRd. $3400 
1968 I.H. 1100'V2 TO.  4X4 V-8 4 SPd Premium $2~650 
1968 I .H. 1100 V~ Ton Bonus BOX V.B 4Spd New Rubber A.f$18S0 
1968 I .H. lOO0V= Ton Bonus Box6 Cyl. 4Spd Fender'Box " $i600 
1964 Chev ~/, Tnn 6 Cyl. Bonus Box $650 
CARS AND WAGONS 
1967 I.H. moo Travelall Wagon V.8 New Paint $1950 
1965 Chev  station wagon $700 
1958 Cadi l lac Hardtop ~00 
1965 Fargo  lO Foot Walkin Van Auto + " $650 
CAMPERS 
1970 8 Foot Capitano Cabover ~. 
Camper  - F r idge-  S tove  • New . . . .  $2675 
1966 20 Foot Scamper Trailer 
Toilet. Fridge - Stove $2200 
CAB AND CHASSIS! 
19691 I .H.  COF4070 With Air 'Slide Wheel. Sleeper'- -.";' 
131 Speed Trans - 8V71 Eng. 318 HP - 1000 x22 Good Rubber $24500 
1963 Chev • 
3 Ton Wlth A Frame And Winch. Wrecker Unit . .  $17~)0 
1962 Dodge 
• 900 5 Ton- A i r .  5th Wheel. Tractor Equip- Premium :,i $3300 
1962 I .H. • 
DF405 With 5th Wheel. 220 Cu mm. 5 And 4 Trans.- 38000 O.1~ :i $6800 
DUMP TRUCKS 
• J .  - - . 
"d965 I.H+ "'F2000D With 12.14 Yd Cafter""aox'Ahd'l~'61s't '+i:'7," ,'~; , 
• 6V71 238 HP Eng. Jacob Brake , 16 Spd Trans . 34000 Lb " 
Bog!as • 100 Gel Fuel .A i r  I Brakes'. 1000 x 20 Good Rubber)SI0~00 
1964 "I .H. VF'220 Brantford Box'And Holst.,V,~9 ErR. '-I- , :':~",~ '-" 
. SlAnd'4- 34000 BOg/es: - ' ~:'. .~ $6~0.  " 
COMPLETE LOGGING TRUCKS :~ !: :;~.' 
HO3f w,h Hayes,,.Io~d ;railer. BV71 =0 H.P~ e~: i J~cob: ::;,~' =," 
-. brake- 8553B Main • 8341G'AtJx.S¢ld 38,000 B0gles ': 1000~x ~l"..i:+. "~* .. ' 
Budd;. Excellent Rubber 
• " " !~; i  ~ ;$21;~0. ". "' Newly:Painted . . . . . . . .  !'~:~ "" ;..: , , .~, ~ . , . , :  .... 
-1964 I~H.C. " , . : : " : ; , ' :  ':, ~i!~ 
F23OD with Columbia 25 Ton Trailer. 1() Foot Iounks. ~0'mll " ~~ ! 
• on rebuil t 250 cure m • 5 &4 Trans ; 4M0 .~L~,000?LB:~0g!e~,;~.~: ;,~ :., 
Sq~l 3s,o00 Bogles 
• Good rubber. 
B~t ~vlthl 
*• /L;:• i=i ' " '" + ": :i : : 
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Dear Ann Landers: I am sick 
and tired of reading letters from 
ministers and parishoners who 
complain about children crying 
in church. No wonder our places 
of worship are half empty. The 
clergymen have made the 
mother of a crying child feel as 
if she has committed some 
terrible crime. 
To me, a child's voice is 
music,--whether heis speaking. 
singing or crying. The child who 
cries in church is expressing 
something. It is normal. For the 
life of me 1 cannot understand 
why anyone would find this 
annoying. Much more 
distressing, to me, at least, is 
the adult who snores during the 
sermon. If you feel as l do 
please help me in my crusade.- 
Committee of One 
Dear Committee: What 
crusade? To promote the ac- 
ceptance of crying children in 
church? Sorry, I can't go along. 
Crying is indeed a normal 
function, but like other normal 
functions, there is a time and a 
place for it. A child who cries in 
church is a nuisance to the 
minister and to those who come 
to hear him. 
l telephoned five clergymen 
and asked them which they 
would prefer, a crying child or a 
snoring adult. Four clergymen 
preferred the snoring adult. Dr. 
Preston Bradley of the People's 
Church of Chicago prefers the 
crying baby. He said, "You 
can't do a thing about a snoring 
adult. The crying child, 
however was brought in by a 
mother who can carry him out." 
XXX 
Dear Ann Landers: Our 
daughter who was recently 
divorced and has two children. 
announced last week that she is 
going to marry a widower, The 
wedding is planned for next 
spring. 
When 1 was told the good 
news, I assumed they would 
want to be married in the 
minister's tudy, with only the 
immediate families present. I
suggested that following the 
ceremony we would all go to a 
restaurant or hotel for a festive 
dinner which my husband and I 
would host, 
The groom looked very 
disappointed. Re said he had 
envisioned a more elaborate 
affair. He viewed the wedding 
as an opportunity to entertain 
his friends and business 
associates. Our daughter 
seemed to go along with him. 
What are the parental 
obligations to a divorced girl 
with a family? We already paid 
for one wedding. We also paid 
for the divorce. Please advise.- 
Not So Merry In Maryland 
Dear Not So: Since the groom 
wants to entertain his friends 
and business associates, he 
should pay for it. YOUR plan 
makes more sense and would be 
in better taste. Neither the 
*'bridge" nor "groom" should 
expect parents to pay for a 
deluxe bash the second time 
around. 
CENTENNIAl, MEMO 
In 1877 HM gun vessel Rocket 
shelled and destroyed the 
coastal Indian vil lage of 
Kimsquit because it was 
believed the villagers were 
implicated in the murder of 
some shipwreck survivors. But 
the charge was never proved. 
Council approves 
realty subsidy 
Both L.E. Pruden Realty Ltd. 
and Thornhill Realty of Terrace 
have been given the green light 
to claim a 20 per cent municipal 
participatory grant to assist 
them in providing,services to
new subdivisions. 
Terrace Municipal Council 
agreed to allow them to knock 
off the 20 per cent of costs at its 
last meeting. 
Council allowed the grant 
after a motion was put to the 
floor by Aid. Lloyd Johnstone. 
In a letter addressed to clerk- 
administrator John Pousette, 
Pruden pointed out that a 
municipal bylaw requires him 
to reconnect existing services to 
the six inch water and sewage 
line to be installed on Park Ave. 
and I~lunroe St. 
WIIOSE RESPONSIBILTY? 
"I do not feel that this should 
be a responsibility for which I 
have to pay," Pruden wrote. He 
said earl ier correspondence 
with the municipality made no 
mention of the requiremtnt, 
Because of this, Pruden told 
council "that reconnection of 
these lines should have no effect 
on me or my company." 
Pruden added: "I am advised 
that no funds remain in the 1970 
budget for the 20 per cent 
participatory grant." 
"In this regard, since it is not 
possible to proceed with water 
and sewer line installation until 
the frost leaves the ground, it is 
probable that funds will have 
been budgeted by that time and 
I would ask this lelter be treated 
as a formal application for a 20 
per cent Participatory Grant ~ 
and that consideration be given 
to your deleting the amount of 
the grant from the amount of 
the deposit required.." 
TIIORNIilLL 
Thornhill made its formal 
application for the 20 per cent 
municipal aid to connect water 
and sewer installations on 
Straume Ave., west of Munroe 
St. intersection. 
Total cost, Thornhill said, was 
$$11,342.27. The town's share, it 
added, would come to $2268.45. 
False claims 
prove costly 
A resident of Terrace who had 
fraudulently obtained unem- 
ployment insurance benefits by 
making false statements 
concerning her employment 
and earnings, was handed a fine 
of $150. or 42 days by Judge C.J. 
Norrington, Wednesday. 
Mrs. Jean C. Wilson of 
Terrace was convicted of 
making false declarations 
concerning her employment 
and earnings over a 12 week 
period while claiming unem- 
ployment insurance benefits, 
during January, February and. 
March 1969. 
Mrs. Wilson is also required 
to pay the commission benefit 
payments to which she was not 
entitled. 
Rosy picture +painted 
for forest industry 
"While there has been con- 
siderable growth in the forest 
industry in this area in the past 
10 years, the future holds even 
greater promise, says the 
Terrace Chamber of Com- 
merce's Forestry Committee 
report," Data available shows 
that he total cut in the Prince 
Rupert Forest District in 1968 
amounted to 232,307 cubic feet 
of wood which.is a 39 per cent 
increase over the I0 year 
average, 1958-1969, and is triple 
the amount of wood cut in the  
year 1968." The report said. It 
added: within this same 10 year ! 
period the total population of i 
the Terrace trading area in- 
creased 50 per cent from 52,000 
to 80,000 and the gross income 
more than doubled from $77% 
million to $184-million. 
"Now let's look at the future," 
the report said. The Prince 
Rupert Forest District covers 79 
million acres which is an area 
approximately the size of 
Skeena 
logging 
growing 
"If we just look at an 
economic model of one-million 
cubic feet of wood, we come up 
with the following: 
---Provide employment for 
approximately: 1,000 people in 
Woods operation earning about 
$1O-million. 
---Require 200 skidding 
tractors or rubber tired skid- 
ders costing about 1B-million 
dollars. 
---Reauire 50 log loaders 
costing about $3-million' 
---Require 200 miles of logging 
roads per year costing about 4 
million dollars and providing 
employment for an additional 
200 men. 
---Require housing and the 
supporting services such as 
schools, hospitals, grocer,~ 
stores, garages, drive-ins 
dentists, finance companies, 
parts distribution, women and 
undertakers. 
"And this represents the 
: increase in business and 
economic activity from an 
increase of only one-million 
cubic feet of wood cut." 
Imagine the impact," it said, 
if we were to approach the 
potential additional annual cut 
of 6-million cubic feet." 
"With Terrace situstrf ap- 
proximately in the center of the 
Prince Rupert District, you can 
see that the future out-look for 
the forest industry in our area is 
extremely good." the report 
summed up. 
These folks 
real 'gems' 
"Slabbing the big 'uns". 
That's what, according to one 
member, the Terrace Lapidary 
Club have been doing ever since 
they got a new 24 inch saw. 
This was one report made at 
the recent meeting of the Club, 
held on Thursday, January 21. 
There is also a club effort 
afoot to make another table 
which is a very popular 
suggestion among members. 
It was announced that 
February 12 is the date the lady 
members plan to hold a bake 
sale. 
A donation of $50 to the 
Retarded Children's Fund 
made by the Club was also 
reported at the meeting. 
The next meeting of the  
'rockhounds' will be held in 
their club room at the Com- 
munity Center on Thursday, 
February 11, at 8 pro. 
Norway." 
"The District contains 31- 
million acres of forest lands and 
over 90 billion cubic feet of 
nature timber and a potential 
allowable cut of approximately 
836 million cubic feet of which 
645 million cubic feet is on 
public sustained yield units." 
It added that the challenge of' 
the next 25 years is the orderly 
development and utilization of 
the additional 600-million cubic 
feet of allowable cut in the area. 
"What are the implications of 
the potential annual increased 
cut of 6 million cubic feet? 
asked the report. 
District'"'"'"'"'"'""'""'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' 
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BY PEGGY 
.. Mr. and Mrs. J. Loewen of 
Mountainview Blvd. are the 
proud parents of a baby girl 
born on Jan. 20. The little girl 
has three older sisters at home. 
R. Jefferson spent the 
weekend in Prince George 
taking part in a Bowling 
tournament. 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Saruarer of 
Prince George were business 
visitors to Terrace in the past 
week. 
Happy Birthday greetings for 
the month of January are being 
sent along to Guy and Cherise 
Lynch, B. Simmonds, Verna 
Robertson, A. Holmberg, 
Georgetta Dupuis, Karen 
Harder, J. Nance, and B. Cleve. 
The poor weatl~er conditions 
helped to cancel a visit from the 
Wolf Cubs of Houston to Terrace 
this past week. The Houston 
Cubs were to be guests of the 4th 
Terrace Cubs. 
The 16 boys accompanied by 
six leaders were to be billetted 
in the home of the Terrace Cubs 
and spend the afternoon getting 
aquainted with the boys with 
possible a trip to the airport 
weather station. 
The plans now stand for the 
Houston Cubs to make. the trip 
in either February or March. 
Better luck this time fellows! 
Mrs. Gooden is a patient in a 
Vancouver hospital. Mrs. 
Gooden was a kindergarten 
teacher in the Thornhill School 
last year. 
Mr. and Mrs. I-tans Magdanz 
and family have left Terrace to 
make their new home in 
Quesnel. The family was well 
known in this area owning the 
Blue Bottle on queensway also 
their youngest son was the 1970 
New Year's baby in Thornhill. 
J. Nance, Peggy Phoenix, 
Brenda - Arthur and Derek 
Nance LeVern, Eldon and 
Robert Phoenix spent two 
weeks visiting in Alberta during 
the New Year's season, most of 
the time being spent with Mrs. 
Phoenix's father, A.C. Pat- 
terson and his brother Bert, in 
Fort Macleod, Alberta. 
They .were called back to Fort 
Macleod on Jan. 13 just four 
days after returning from 
Alberta, when Mr. Patterson 
passed away at the age of 83 
PliOENIX 
years. He was to have 
celebrated his 84th birthday on 
Jan. 3O. 
Mr. Patterson had visited 
Terrace a number of times in 
the [~ast five years. 
Born in Slide Out on Jan.30, 
1887, son of a Mountie of '76 
Courtenay received his 
education in Fort Macleod, 
Clagary, Toronto and later in 
McGill in Montreal where he 
studied engineering but the call 
of the west was too strong so he 
came back and ranched with his 
father. 
He also had land in Lund- 
breck and later was the 
manager of the Beaver Lumber 
in Stavely and also served a 
number of years as Town 
Secretary. 
Mrs. Patterson passed away 
,in 1961 and two years later he 
went to live in the Pioneer 
Lodge in Fort Macleod. 
Mr. Patterson was honored by 
the Ft. Macleod Gazette as 
Pioneer of the Week in 
November of 1970. 
The funeral was held in 
Stavely on Jan.16 
Dynamic Health Service 
SUPPLEMENTS, HERB'S, TEA'S, COFFEE SUB'S 
SOYA PRODUCTS, GRAINS, SEEDS 
NUTRITIONAL BOOKS & LITERATURE. 
CALL OR PHONE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
6 TO 8:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M. 
PHONE 635-5980 ~;8~3 LAZELLE AVE. 
i m  
Optometrist 
4619 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
Phone 635-6142 
"The Skiers" Cross-country 
Invitational race was held 
recently at Manning Park, one 
of the qualifying races for cross- 
country skiers going to  the 
Canada Winter Games in 
Saskatoon next month. 
Ronne Haggerty of the 
Omineca Ski Club, Burns Lake, 
took firstplace in the women's 
division, followed by Susan 
Routtu of The Skiers and 
Birgitta Fleischer of Sons of 
Norway. 
The men's '.'ace was won by. 
Lauri Karjaluoto Of The Skiers, 
followed by Albert Wheele of 
Prince George's Hickory Wing 
Ski Club, and Dave Turner of 
The Skiers. 
MANY LOST 
Many of the competitors got 
lost on snowy highways and 
didn't make it all the way to 
Manning Park. Race course 
workers battled .an 18-inch 
snowfall while making the 
track, and a further six inches 
fell before the start! 
The Ski Touring Department 
of the CSA has come out with a 
list of rules for cross-country 
adventurers that are always 
worth repeating, especially 
with cross-country gaining in 
popularity. 
,-Never start off on a long trip 
without being in good physical 
~ m  
BY DR. PETER ANDREWS 
President 
Canadian Ski Association, 
Western Division 
Ski-A.Thon day is coming! 
All across Canada ski club 
members will be packing as 
much downhill or cross-country 
skiing into one hour as possible 
for the National Ski-A-Then on 
February 6th. 
Young skiers have been out 
for thv past month gathering 
pledges from sponsors in aid of 
the Canadian Ski Association. 
Proceeds will aid skiing in the 
area and on a national evel. 
:Skiers will be of all abilities, 
but with one common goal, 
raising funds for the CSA. The 
Association is dedicated to 
seeing that as many Canadian 
youngsters as possible get 
coaching, competit ion and 
encouragement. 
END OF RAINBOW 
The end of the rainbow is to 
ski and win for Canada, but 
even more important is the 
opportunity that hundreds of 
kids are given to develop their 
skills. 
If you have not been con- 
tacted, but would like to sponsor 
a young skier on February 6, 
contact your local ski club, or 
the Vancouver CSA office, 1200 
West Broadway, Vancouver 9. 
(732-8811) 
Speaking of competition and 
skiing for Canada, with all the 
reshuffling and ret irements 
involving the National Ski 
Team, Canada has moved 
surprisingly into third place in 
team standings in the World 
Cup. We follow the French and 
Austrian teams, and lead the 
Unit6d States. 
This is the result mainly of 
our women's team. Not only 
Betsy Clifford who has now 
rejoined the team after a very 
brief break, and, by the way, 
won her 2nd World Cup race 
after she returned to the circuit, 
but also Judy Crawford made 
some very good showings for 
Canada in the past weeks. .  
Miss Crawford, almost 
overlooked by reporters con- 
centrating on Miss Clifford, has 
taken a seventh and a twelfth 
place in recent slaloms -- and 
she is a downhill specialist! 
Diane Pratte, Diane Culver and 
Diana Gibson have all had 
results in the top 15 to 30 places. 
In international competition, 
with 18-year olds the eldest 
members of our team, this is 
extremely good. Often in world 
competition the top ten placers 
may be within a couple of tenths 
of seconds of each other in 
condition. 
--Leave a message as to 
where you are going. 
--Respect the weather and the 
weather conditions. 
'--Follow the advice of ex- 
perienced people who know the 
mountains. 
-B.e prepared for bad weather 
even on short trips. Always 
carry a rucksack containing an 
extra set of warm clothing, food 
and water. 
-Always carry a map and 
compass. 
--Never tour alone. 
• --Ttwn back in time; it is not 
shameful to do so. 
--Ih case of sudden bad 
weather, reserve your strength 
and dig yourself a shelter in the 
snow if necessary. 
A TV addict 
James Skiffington pleaded 
guilty to being in possession of 
stolen property when he ap- 
peared in court Mond,~y. 
The 26-year-old Terrace man 
was placed on probation for one 
year by Judge C.J. Nerrington. 
Skiffington was charged on 
Jan. 15 after a TV set which had 
been taken from the Terrace 
Hotel was found in his 
possession. 
McAlplne and Co. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
¢. "M. K.IELLBOTN, C.A. A. M. MeAL,PINE, Call 
635-5625 -- .  635-530q 
4644 LAZE~.&E AV'~ 
TERRACE, B.C. 
~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
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FOR RENT 
Three bedroom self.contained units With private entra-nce 
front and rear, stove and refrigerator, two piece bathroom 
off kitchen, full four piece hath on upper floor, full basement. 
Playground being built at rear of building. All units have 
clean electric heating. Only one block from school. For more 
information apply to: 
Mrs. Stan Hartman 
unit No. 108 
phone 635-3648 
Cedar Grove Gardens 
: . :  
!iil 
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: WE HAVE TWO LOTS ,LEFT ON STRAUME AVES. 
hero contractors Itd 
635 '3605 635"3119 
Gov't Inspected 
Smoked sWHOLKE HOAR F ~ [ ~  
Pork Picn.ics 
Nabob 
2'L177 1 lb. / +m 
MARTHA LANE SLICED 
e,'e =, a 616 ozl.0 
WHITE  OR BROWN 'LVS. lie 
;No  DEALERS •PLEASE-- 
r : . . . . . .  J 
Local Grown No. 2 
 lOL 69 GemtoeroTa $ 
PRICES 'EFFECT IV  E MaN.  TUES. ANO WED., ONLY WE RESERVE THE R IGHTTO LIMIT QUAhlTITIES 
